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Grades
A & S faculty approve proposed
plus-minus grading system
by Susan Leonard
Staff writer
The Arts and Sciences faculty Monday
aproved a plus-minus grading system
which, if approved by at least two other
colleges, will go into effect this spring.
Opposition to the system arose over what
some called the optional nature of the
system. Political Science Professor Eugene
A. Mawhinney said. "I have no problem
using the system. The real problem is with
inconsistency of its use." There is nothing
inherent in the proposed system which
requires faculty members to submit plus
and minus grades.
John J. No1de, professor of history,
expressed concern that "students would
object to its optionality." Another faculty
member asked whether the schedule of
courses would indicate which courses and
sections of courses would use which
system.
Under the new system a C minus grade
is considered barely satisfactory and must
be offset by a higher grades in other
courses to meet the graduation require-
ment of 2.0.
Mawhinney said the system would have
a "chaotic effect in (student's) tran-
scripts." A potential employer looking at a
transcript would have no way of knowing
whether a straight B grade actually means
a B, B plus or B minus without knowing if
the course instructor submitted pluses and
minuses. "A B plus would look superior to
a B, without that necessarily being the
case," he said.
Plus and minus grades would be
evaluated in the following way: A, 4.0; A
minus, 3.7; B plus, 3.3; B 3.0; B minus,
2.7; C plus, 2.3; C, 2.0; C minus, 1.7; D
plus, 1.3; D, 1.0 and D minus, 0.7.
Admissions test heavy?
,No, they've lost weight
by Andy Orcutt
Staff Writer
They're not as heavy as you think.
Those admissions tests carry less weight
in a student's acceptance to graduate
school than is rumored, according to
several New England experts.
Dr. Franklin L. Roberts, chairman of
UMO's zoology department, compared the
methods used in testing potential college
students with those used in testing
potential graduate students and found a
pre-med student is evaluated as to how
good a physician he will be in a practical
sense, whereas a college student is
evaluated academically.
Roberts said many graduate schools
place importance on a graduate's grade-
point average as well as certain admissions
tests results.
However, he said, most schools have a
mathematical formula whereby many other
factors, including a student's sense of
humanity, are considered.
Roberts said an applicant may take a
number of different tests, depending on
what specific field he or she chooses. Some
of the tests include the Medical College
Admissions Test (MCAT). the Dental
Admissions Test (DAT), and the Optom-
etry College Admissions Test (OCAT).
"So far as tests are concerned, they're
as good as any, recognizing the fact there
are over-achievers and under-achievers,"
Roberts said. "But I doubt there is any
school that relies exclusively on these
tests."
Holly Bruno, assistant dean of admis-
sions at Portland Law School, agreed.
Students don't necessarily need a high
score on the law school admissions test
(LSAT), a half-day exam given five times a
year in 200 locations in the U.S.. she said.
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It wouldn't be honest to say the test isn't
important, because it is," she said.
However, she added, "We look at each
application individually."
Bruno also said applicants are asked if
they feel the LSAT results are indicative of
the students' ability. She said they can, to
an extent, "plead their own cases."
Larry Shattuck, admission coordinator
for Tufts University School of Dentistry,
said, the DAT, a five-part, six-hour test, is
required for admission to Tufts.
But he said. "It's really difficult to place
[see LSAT page 31
Five outstanding professors' careers profiled
Walter Schoenberger
by Liz Hale
Staff writer
It took six years. A lot of time was spent
trying to clear it through the State
Department. Most of the writing was done
in the ROTC office. It was held up for two
years by the Department of Defense.
It's called "Decisioti of Destiny," a book
written by Walter S. Schoenberger,
professor of political science.
"I was interested in how the government
came to the decision to use the atornit.
bomb. There were many political consid-
erations to be explored," he said.
14th in a 4-part series]
Schoenberger said it was a very big
effort. "It convinced me that students
should try to write without using classified
material.
Yet he may have to dig into that kind of
material again for his next book.
"It's not done yet, but it will be. Every
year I say 'this is the year,' but
immediate interests cause me to put it
off."
One of those "immediate interests" is
Schoenberger's concern with the UMO
faculty. He helped write the charter for the
Council of Colleges.
"I originally worked for an independentfaculty senate, just as the students have
theirs, and the administrators have their
group," he said.
He said he never successfully promoted
a faculty senate, but he's very concerned
with faculty problems.
He said things are getting better. "I am
moderately pleased with the recent con-
tract. It's a good first step, but it is only a
first step," he said.
Schoenberger is also connected with
the local union, and the local bargaining
council. He has served as chairman in each
one.
"This is a good university." he said.
"It's far better than they can expect for
the amount of money they out into it..
In 1%1, Schoenberger helped create a
cooperative program between four de-
partments: English, political science,
history and foreign languages, resulting in
international relations.
International relations is important to
Schoenberger, too.
"It's very important for young people to
know the world around them." he said.
The interests of everyone depend on the
economic, political and cultural aspects of
every country, he said, and tries to bring
that into his teaching.
The international relations program is an
interdisciplinary course that helps train
students for positions concerned with
international affairs. A student carries a
major, but must have a pattern of courses
in three other areas.
"I enjoy trying to teach," he said. "I'm
not sure I'm very good at it. I'm not trying
to beat my chest with false modesty. I
enjoy it. and I think what I do is
important."
A staunch member of the DemocraticParty, Schoenberger has been actively
involved at the local, state and national
level.
"I like to think of myself as a liberal." he
said. "A liberal, in the broadest sense, is
not sure he's answered everything. He's
willing and eager to learn other points of
view, and jealous of the right to express
it.''
lee PROFS page 91
Dropping like flies
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Another student captured snoozing on the snail enjoys the warm autumn weather.
[photo by Mark Munro)
Institute helps faculty with research
Military course
enrollment up
UMO ROTC program is experiencing asignificant increase in enrollment inmilitary science courses as the result of apolicy change resulting in the new ROTCSimultaneous Membership Program.
The program allows Army ROTC cadets
as well as men and women who haveenlisted in Reserve units to simultaneouskenroll in the Advanced ROTC Course.
According to Capt. John Smith, militaryinstructor at UMO, the new programprovides a means of financing an educa-tion, thus 'attracting from reserve unitsthose individuals who previously couldn't
afford college. It also ptovides the Arniv
with officer candidates.
Those who take advantage of theprogram receive the ROTC AdvancedCourse subsistence payments of $100 per
month plus at least $70 per month forpart-time training. 16 hours a month, with
an Army Reserve Unit.
Participants, who must be full time
students at UMO, serve as officer
-traineesin Army Reserve Units in a paid enlisted
status. Students who are on ROTC
scholarships, however, are not eligible for
the program.
Eligible reservists, either those alreadyin troop units or those serving in the
Individual Ready Reserve manpower pool.
may now take the two-year Advanced
ROTC Course at one of the 276 colleges
and universities and 600 cross-enrollment
schools which offer Army ROTC.
Institute conducts hundreds of interviews
by Joyce Swearingen
Staff writer
How do Maine residents feel about
President Carter, spruce budworm spray-ing. the energy crisis, and adult education?
What about New England fishermen? Are
they surviving with the 200-mile-limit?
These are just a few of the questions
answered each year through surveys
conducted by the Social Science Research
Institute. Created in 1973 as a social and
behavioral research facility for the faculty
of UMO, the SSRI does hundreds of phone
surveys and interviews each year.
SSRI is under the directorship of David
Kovenock. Tracey Bigney, assistant direc-tor of field operations and Mal Carey,
assistant director of computing, together
coordinate the research and data process-ing needed to complete each project.
Bigney said the purpose of the instituteis to serve the faculty and help them find
opportunities for research.
"Of course we do work for the state andfederal agencies as well," Bigney said.
"but we usually try to find a professor whois also interested in the same type of
research so we can benefit more than one
agency."
Though the SSRI is supposed to be
self-supportive, projects are mostly funded
by grants or contracts from federal, state
regional or local agencies, and private
clients.
Last year, the SSRI and the Maine
Sunday Telegram sponsored a Maine
attitudes survey. Conducted in January
1979, the SSRI staff contacted 500
households by phone and asked their
opinion on various legislative issues. The
survey was headed by research assistant
Suzanne Hart. Results of the survey were
published in a series of four articles in the
Sunday Telegram.
The SSRI is currently conducting an
"Omnibus" survey, which is one contin-
uous survey sponsored by several different
sponsors.
"We hope to make the Omnibus survey
an ongoing thing." Bigney said. "We arein the process of surveying 1.000 Maine
households and asking their opinion on
energy, pesticides. C.E.D.. and many
other topics."
As a result of a survey SSRI conducted
for the New England Fisheries Council,
SSRI is doing a similar survey for the
Mid-Atlantic states. Due to the 200-mile-limit, fisheries management councils need
to know what fish are in demand and when.
SSRI surveys area fishermen to find the
answers so management personnel candetermine restriction and limitation laws.
UMO Economics Professor James Wil-
son has been working with SSRI on thesetypes of surveys. Wilson, who is also on the200-mile-limit negotiating team for theU.S. and Canada. is very much interestedin fisheries control.
Another future project is on hyperten-
sion. The Maine State Bureau of Health
and Medical Care Development, a private
research agency, are subcontracting toSSRI to do a five—year study onhypertension in Maine residents, Bigney
said. Through home interviews, SSRI
research assistants will find out what thelevel of uncontrolled hypertension is inMaine.
"Interviewers will actually be taking
people's blood pressure." Bigney said.
During the interviews, there will be a
medical campaign to alert people to the
signs of hypertension and to educate themin its control.
After three years, researchers will
check-up on the original sample to see if
they have controlled their hypertension.
Then again after five years, the original
sample will be checked and also a new
cross section of residents will be inter-
viewed.
The State and Medical Care Develop-
ment people hope the results of the later
survey will show a lower level of
uncontrolled hypertension in Maine.
"If the awareness campaign is success-
ful, there should be a significant change in
the number of residents with uncontrolled
hypertension," Bigney said.
According to Carey, SSRI will soon be
operating its own computer system.
"Rather than having to go through the
central computer for the university, we can
store all our information in our own
offices," Carey said. "Not only will our
records be close at hand, but we can now
insure ourselves and our clients ot
confidentiality in our data processing."
SSRI one of 14 units whose directors are
responsible to UMO's vice president for
research and public services, Dr. Frederick
Hutchinson.
"We are small," Bigney said, "but we
handle an input and output of information
never dreamed of my many people.-
Intelligence agency works with colleges
The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency is
deeply involved with American universities
and professors, and is fighting hard to
resist efforts to oust the spy agency from
academia, journalist Ernest Volkman
charges in a recent national magazine
story.
"According to intelligence sources, at
least 350 academics and administrators are
covertly working for the CIA on more than
100 American campuses," Volkman says.
"They form a link with the CIA that has
become so pervasive that there is some
doubt whether a complete break between
the two can ever be achieved."
Writing in Penthouse. Volkman says the
CIA's operations on campus including
using professors as researchers and spies
during trips abroad, and recruiting both
American and foreign students as agents.
Third World students studying in theUnited States are special targets for
recruitment since the CIA would like tohave future foreign leaders on its payroll.Volkman also charges that the CIA
cooperated with SAVAK. the secret police
of the Shah of Iran before the Islamicrevolution in Tehran, in identifying anti-Shah Iranian students. The families of such
students later were visited in Iran bySAVAK agents who tried to convince thefamilies to dissuade their children frompolitical activities.
Although many professors find CIA ties
to be lucrative. Harvard University's
President Derek Bok—who inaugurated an
effort to regulate CIA activities at Harvard
over three years ago—believes that "CIA
covert recruiting threatens the integrity
and independence of the academic com-
munity."
In response to guidelines written byHarvard to restrict some CIA activities andto expose others, the spy agency said flatlyit would ignore the Harvard guidelines.President Carter's CIA director, Adm.Stansfield Turner, has declared: "If wewere required to abide by the rules of everycorporation, every academic institution, itwould become impossible to do therequired job for our country. Harvard doesnot have any legal authority over us."In addition to Harvard: the CIA isespecially active in other Ivy Leagueschools — a traditional recruiting groundfor agency spies and executives. But inrecent years, Volkman discovered, theagency has also been active in otheruniversities. Among them:
--The University of Michigan. "Ac-cording to newly revealed documents,many individuals on the faculty of the
university's Center for Chinese Studies for
years have had secret relationships with
the CIA...," Volkman says.
-.UCLA. A visiting Canadian scholar.
Paul Lin, was put under FBI surveillance
because he had lived in China for 15 years.
--University of Illinois at Chicago Circle.
"There has been extensive CIA involve-
ment at this campus be-cause of the large
number of Iranian students enrolled.'
Volkman says the CIA worked closely with
the FBI and the Chicago Police Depart-
ment's "Red Squad" to harrass Iranian
students who opposed the Shah.
--University of Kentucky. CIA chief
Turner is a member of the Board of
Advisors of the university's Patterson
School of Law and Diplomacy "which...
does work for the agency," he said.
--Notre Dame. "A particular favorite
recruiting target.•• according to Volkman.
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any great amount of weight on any onefactor.
Referring to the DAT, Shattuck said,
"It's a type of test where, if you're not
used to the testing situation, it can be very
difficult."
He added that some applicants even take
a course to prepare for the test, and many
take the test, which has a fee of $20, three
or four times.
Louise Clark, director of admissions at
Boston College Law School, said BC
requires the LSAT, which is devised by the
law school admissions council, the govern-
ing body of law school admissions.
Clark said the test gives an accurate
picture of an applicant's ability and that,
"if it were the only predictor we had it's
the best predictor."
However, she added, "It's not the
say-all and be-all," and it must be
considered with other factors, including
the applicant's college grade-point aver-
age.
New York students get SAT answer keys
Could be the beginning of a national- trend
by Lynn Wardwell
Staff writer
A recently enacted New York law
requiring high school students be given the
answer keys after taking the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) is being criticized as
costly and may have national implications.
Two major questions still face the New
York truth-in-testing law. College admis-
sions spokesmen and Educational TestingServices officials aren't sure who will be
affected or how much extra money will be
needed.
If students receive copies of the test andthe correct answers, new tests will have tobe written every year which would add to
administrative costs. In the past. the sametests were used every year.
Charles Holloway, ,or of specialprojects for College Boards in New York,
said the test price of $825 could double.He said the government officials in Albanyhave not decided if the changes will affect
only New York students or everyone. He
said if it only concerns New York studentsit would tend to isolate them.
Holloway said students could probablyhandle the added cost, but he is worried
more about "government intrusion into
education."
The Educational Testing Service in
Princeton. is under contract from the
College Boards to write and administer the
tests.
Bart Perlman, associate program dir-
ector at ETS. said. "It seems likely it's just
for New York students, but a final decision
has not been made."
Director of Admissions at UMO, James
Harmon is against the ruling because of
the added expense. He also was not certain
if the changes would concern Maine
students.
irard•d••• 
 
In Congress, a similar law is being
sponsored by Rep. Theodore Weiss D.N.Y.
If this bill passes, every college-bound
student in the country will be affected by
changes in the SAT procedures.
aro-sirs':
DISCO 7 NIGHTS A WEEK!
1:t U tto,TUESDAYS
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t
WEDNESDAYS-COLLEGE NITE!
College ID gets you in free
The Best Light Show North of Boston.
500 MAIN ST. St., BANGOR
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Eugene A. Mawhinney, UMO political
science professor and pre-law advisor, said
the LSAT coincides well with the student'sfirst year of law school.
'It's a type of test
where if you're not used
to the testing situation,
it can be very difficult.'
"Their (the law school) job is to sort out
those who can cut the mustard from those
who can't," he said.
3
He added that the LSAT "is a tool, an
instrument, and it's up to the law school as
to how it uses it."
However, Mawhinney said he didn't
think students should be provided with
answers after taking the test.
"I think, in order to keep the instrument
a valid instrument, the council should be
able to close its books on any test given,"
he said.
Mawhinney opposed the assertion that
the LSAT has a "monopoly" on law school
admissions testing. saying the council
provides an excellent test.
"I think they have developed a real
professionalism with the tests," he said
Wednesday, September 26th
Student Gov't Elections will beheld Wed., Sept. 26
VOTING: for students will be in all diningcommons 11:30-1:20
 & 4:30-6:00GraduateOff Campus & Fraternity
Students will vote in the Union2nd floor, 8:00 -5:00
Estabrooke students will vote in
York Commons
you come
BanaotYou canleave e" Rest"
to us!
Bangor's newest and largest hotel is right
across the street from Bangor's newest andlargest shopping center. The New Bangor
Motor Inn — affordable, comfortable,
convenient. Beautiful accomodations atfamily affordable prices. So when you come
to Bangor, you can leave the "rest" to us.
Stay with us for Homecoming or Parents
Weekend. We're just minutes from the
campus on 1-95.
Imat
BANGOR MOTOR
INN
"just across the street from the
bangor mall"
947-0355
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Getting burned
If Gerry M. DeNormandie hasn't
earned his way into the UMO Senior
Skulls Honor Society for his heroics this
month, he probably never will.
De Normandie, for those who haven't
been following his sparkling career, is the
federal prisoner in Colorado who wrote a
letter to UMO police last week confessing
arson of the university dairy barns in
1972.
We salute him.
Individuals like De Normandie, the
former Bruce E. Longo, who put selfish
aims aside in the interest of total law
enforcement are the backbone of America.
They make us the great nation we are.
Actually, De Normandie didn't realize
how fully he was cooperating with the law.
He thought that since seven years had
passed since the barn-burning, he would
be immune from any criminal charges.
He confessed to get the incident off his
mind, he said.
He might be wrong about the statute of
limitations, however.
UMO police say his losing residency in
the state in which he committed the crime
may have lost him immunity from
charges. •
We will be watching the long legal
process with interest.
Gerry M. De Normandie, super patriot,
might have goofed.
D.W.
Bonnie Prince Teddy
So Teddy Kennedy has finally come out
of the closet.
At least that's what he and Orono state
Rep. Richard Davies are hinting.
That's fine with us. We like Kennedy,
despite the harsh words we've had for him
on these pages the past week or AO.
America does have a leadership
problem. We need a president who can
persuade us to make the difficult personal
sacrifices our economy and energy
situations are forcing upon us.
That means we probably need a change
from Jimmy Carter, who couldn't talk
Ralph Nader into putting on his seat belt.
Kennedy, on the other hand, could sell
a bottle of salt water to Jacques Cousteau.
Kennedy stands for many of the same
progressive, humanistic policies we do.
He knows who gets hurt when the countrylets fly the price of oil, and he knows there
are those people who can only prosper
with the help of Uncle Sam.
We would be interested in seeing him
and Jimmy Carter matched.
We like Kennedy and what he could doto make this country feel good about itself
again.
But we'd feel a hell of a lot better if he'd
stop playing cat and mouse games withthe press and start playing bread andbutter games with the people.
D.W.
Dan Warren
Fish wrappers
for the beginner
A UMO student and a UMO employee
died in a car crash a week and a half ago.
and some people think we should have left
it at that.
Unfortunately, however, we are not in
the pleasant business of dispensing
greeting cards. We are in the often-un-
pleasant business of newspapers, and to
hide that story on page eight with no
pictures. as some would have liked, would
have been irresponsible.
A newspaper prints pictures of wrecked
automobiles for the same reason it prints
pictures of burning houses and children's
disfigured bicycles: their stinging message
says, "Don't let this happen to you."
The editorial that followed the stones
remains the biggest bone of contention.
however.
Some people. acting president Ken Allen
included. I understand, found our editorial
shameful. They said it was contradictory to
our news coverage, which they correctly
thought preached against drinking and
driving, and driving fast.
They interpreted our editorial as con-
doning unsafe driving. They are wrong.
In the piece. I refused to preach. I
refused to say absolutely that drinking and
driving were bad.
I tried to be realistic.
"Some people are capable of drinking
large amounts and still driving well," I
wrote." Some people are capable of
driving at high speeds and still driving
safely. Please ask yourself if you fit into
either of those categories."
I now know how George McGovern felt
during the 1972 presidential campaign
when he said marijuana was okay for some
people and shouldn't be outlawed.
The statement drew alarm from some
people who wanted a prospective president
saying marijuana was bad. Period.
We all know where Goerge McGovern's
candor got him, and I can see where mine
is getting me.
The editorial was a difficult, touchy one
to write, and it inc.Juded some material
some Campus staff members rightly called
"questionable."
The editorial said Goodrich "might have
had too much to drink, and police say he
might have been going about 60 miles per
hour."
That statement turned out to be correct.
At the time of writing the editorial, I had
spoken with two police officers and two
close friends of Goodrich. 1 had no doubt
about the information.
But I couldn't add the authoritative
officers' attribution because they refused
to be quoted.
Often, we have to go with our instincts
and write what we think is best. We don't
have the luxury of time.
That's why our company's name is the
Maine Campus. not Hallmark.
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Wild party
MERRIMACK, N.H.—While democrats
nationally continue to split on who will be
their presidential choice, New Hampshire
democrats think an awful lot alike on
deciding where to throw the victory party
for candidate hopefuls.
A spokesman for the soon to be opened
Hilton Hotel in Merrimack, N.H. says
supporters for Ted Kennedy President
Carter and Vice-President Mondale, have
requested a large room for February 26th
the night of the N.H. primary.
Kerosene short
PORTLAND, ME.—Congressman David
Emery today reiterated his concern about
the availability of kerosene this winter.
The Marine republican told a news
conference in Portland that he's talked to
suppliers, distributors and industrial con-
sumers who haven't been able to buy
kerosene for several months.
U.S. Energy Secretary Charles Duncan
said recently that kerosene supplies are 33
percent ahead of last year and sholc be
readily available in Maine.
Emery said he hopes Duncan is right,
but the Congressman added. "That's not
the information I'm getting."
UMO saves
ORONO, ME.—UMO estimates it has
saved nearly $1,000 a day in energy costs
this fall, primarily because steam has not
yet been used to heat buildings.
Physical plant director, Alan Lewis, said
how long the steam will remain off
depends entirely on the weather. In the
first ten days of September this year, the
university used about 24.000 gallons of oil
at its central heating plant. compared with
more than 31,000 gallons during the same
period last year which is a savings of
S7,000.
Solar power
WILTON, ME—The nation's first waste
treatment plant to use solar power will be
dedicated here on Friday.
The Maine plant, which will set a
precedent for the uses of solar power. will
be the first to use solar power as its
primary energy source.
Scheduled to speak at the ceremony is
the deputy-administrator of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
Everything kosher
BOSTON. MASS.—An aide to President
Carter reassured a Jewish business group
yesterday the United States has not
softened its position toward the Palestinian
Liberation Organization.
White House special mideast assistant
Ed Sanders told a group of Boston
businessmen that the US won't recognize
or negotiate with the PLO until it
recognizes Israel's right to exist.
Sanders made his remarks at a seminar
sponsored by the U.S. Israeli business
council, a collection of business interests
promoting trade between Israel and the
U.S. Sanders also said that Israel could
become the center of science, technology
and industry in the mideast.
Gas switch
PORTLAND, ME.—The increasing cost
of heating oil is leading many people here
to convert their offices to natural gas heat.
Inquiries about gas conversion are coming
in at a rate of 20-30 a week, said a
spokesmen for Northern Utilities, Maine's
only franchised natural gas supplier.
Northern Utilities says the biggest single
factor in the gas heating boom is the price.
It takes about 52 cents worth of gas to
provide as much heat as a gallon of oil that
costs around 80 cents or more.
The cost of converting most oil heating
systems to gas run is between $400 and
$600 provided tne home or business is
located on a street with a gas main.
Muskie plan
PORTLAND, ME.—Senator Edmund
Muskie yesterday joined in sponsoring
legislation to create an energy mobilization
board. But at the same time, the Maine
democrat warned against approving ener-
gy projects that would damage the
environment.
The proposal sponsored by Muskie and
Senator Abraham Ribicoff of Connecticut is
an alternative to those made by the Carter
administration and the Senate Energy
Committee.
Under the Muskie-Ribicoff measure, the
energy mobilization board would have
power to speed consideration of certain
energy-related facilities and cut through
red tape in licensing procedures. But their
proposal would not give the board any
power to waive federal, state or local laws.
Husband guilty
SALEM Mass. — Thirty-two-year-old
James Chretien is believed to be the first
man convicted in Massachusetts of raping
his wife.
Chretien was sentenced from three to
five years in jail. He was told by the Essex
Superior Court judge that he must serve
the time in the state's maximum security
prison.
Chretien and wife Carmellina were living
apart when the attack ocurred last
February. At the time, the couple had been
granted a divorce, but the final decree had
not been issued.
Before the trial began, Chretien's
attorneys attempted to have the charge
dismissed, arguing that the couple was still
legally married at the time. However, a
judge ruled that marriage is not a defense
against a charge of rape.
More handouts
AUGUSTA. ME.—Michael Petit,
Maine's human services commissioner,
has been confronted by $250,000 in
requests for new hospitals and nursing
home building projects all over the state.
But Petit is preparing to reject many of the
requests.
Never before has Maine seen so many
proposals all at once for new and expanded
nursing homes and hospitals. Although he
has declined to comment specifically on
any of the 100 or so proposals now on file.
Petit has made it plain there will be
rejections.
He says only those proposals which can
clearly be shown to be necessary will have
a chance for approval.
Blown-out
WASHINGTON—Bonat Inc. of West
Patterson, New Jersey. a manufacturer of
hair dryers used in beauty salons, agreed
yesterday to replace asbestos heat shields
in broken hair dryers.
The Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion said the hair dryer known as the
"rocket blower" is used in about 500
beauty salons in major cities. The
commission said most dryers are located in
black neighborhoods because of the hair
dryers particular stability for use on black
hairstyles.
ZNS—The future of disco music contin-
ues to look shakey in light of some recent
developments last week in the music
business.
Ray Caviano, head of Warner Brothers
Records' disco music department, has
announced he intends to change the
department's name to "the dance music
department."
Caviano, who is considered to be one of
the most influential producers in the disco
world claims the name change merely
reflects what he terms "the expanding
musical tastes of dancers" in this country.
In his words, "America wants to dance to
all forms of music."
One indication of the changing nature of
dance music, to which Caviano refers, is
the growing popularity of new wave and
rock and roll dance clubs. Nightspots on
both the east and west coasts which feature
new wave music are reported to be
attracting large crowds of dancers who are
tired of the disco beat but still want to
dance.
(ZNS) A British Medical Journal is
reporting that Napoleon Bonaparte was not
the virile leader as he is generally depicted
to be by history books.
Instead, according to the article written
by British historian James Robinson,
Napoleon was a sexually inadequate man
who sported well-defined breasts, soft skin
and "exceedingly small" testicles.
The article appearing in the Royal
Society of Medicine's Journal is said to be
based on a post-mortem report on the
former French leader. That report
allegedly concluded that the five-foot
six-inch frame of the emperor of France
featured narrow shoulders and the broad
hips of a middle-aged woman.
According to Professor Robinson,
Napoleon himself had admitted to being
feeble at the game of love. Robinson
suggests that it was these feelings of
sexual inadequacy that led Napoleon to
world conquests, and that made him a
general at age 24.
crHE ORONO
MAINE'S ART & REPERTORY CINEMA
Orono Mall Stillwater Ave. 827-7216
Katharine Hepburn and Peter
O'Toole star in the three-time
Academy Award winner of the
stormy marriage and era of
Eleanor of Acquitaine, King
Henry II, and their wily heirs
and children. A brilliant,
breathtaking drama of love
and hate for all t,rne
Shown at 7 & 9 pm.
r- THE
LION IN WINTER
e
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Montenaro
The art of mime is
something which relies
heavily upon the body for
expression.
Tony Montenaro manages
to portray everything from
chickens to baseball
pitchers, from sparrows to
fat kings, from eagles to
Everyman.
by Susan Day
Staff writer
They were four.
The man with the name. Tony Monten-
aro. and three others. But they were more
than just 'others.'
They were young, with an average age of
24 as compared to his 52. A lot of time in
numbers, but not a lot of time at heart.
They were in the Green Room, putting
on their makeup. and trying on new tights
and t-shirts before the first show of the
season. They mugged in front of thedressing room mirrors, and their excite-
ment was contagious.
Shelley. 23. was attending Rochester(NY) Polytechnical Institute in metal
casting when she decided that wasn't quite
what she wanted.
She worked at a pancake house for a
while, becoming manager and then
training other managers. She was making a
good salary. but still felt something was
missing.
Then last winter, she took a mime
workshop form Montenaro. and things
started changing. She quit her job, sold her
car, and moved to South Paris. Maine.
"I went from a 1977 MG to a 1969
Rambler with gas fumes," she said,
smiling. She doesn't regret the move.
She and Doug are Montenaro's new
apprentices, working and living and
learning together.
"It's an old fashioned way to learn," she
said, "but you learn a lot more than you
ever would by reading books and attencl;ng
classes."
Doug Berkey is 25, and started out hishigher education in sociology at OregonState University. How did he end up inTony Montenaro's mime troupe?
He took some mime workshops fromCarlo Mazzone-Clementi, a friend ofMontenaro's who lives in California.During a stint in the Two Penny Circus inVermont. Doug said, "It seemed we were
always playing where Tony had just been."Having learned of Montenaro both fromMazzone-Clementi and Bob Berkey, Dougtook the same workshop Shelley was in.
"I was thrilled when Tony- called meback and asked me if I wanted to be anapprentice." he said. "It's a wonderfulchance to learn."
The other member of the group, Fred("The Great Garpo") Garver, is anex-member of the group who occasionallydoes guest appearances with Montenaro.Already a seasoned veteran at 25, hestarted at UNH as a forestry major. Fromthat distant beginning he spent years doingan array of theatrical endeavors, includingteaching at the Ringling Brothers. Barnumand Bailey Circus.
All photos by Mark Muhro
And then there is the fourth performer
Tony Montenaro.
There is so much that could be said herethat it is best just to use Montenaro's own
technique—silence—and let the picturesdo the talking.
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For a lot of students, marooned on
campus for the want of vehicular
mobility, there is now the chance to
dine away from the auspices of Wells
Diner or York Cafe without leaving
home.
The as yet unnamed restaurant in
the Bears Den (their punctuation.
not mine), which I'll call the
center. The paper placemats. also
fitting the image. are red and white
checkered. There is neither a gypsy
violinist nor a strolling accsordian
player, but they you can't have
everything.
The wait for a table (reservations
aren't the standard here) varies a lot.
depending on the day and hour. Our
wait was only about 10 minutes. and
that was mid-way through a Wed-
nesday.
Tables are cozily placed — you can
hear your neighbor's conversation
but you won't hit his elbow — and
the atmosphere is generally relaxed.
Dress codes are inapplicable --
casual is the name of the game.
The menu offers sandwiches and
pizzas as well as full meals. Salad
bars are included in most meals.
About a dozen entrees are offered.
with prices ranging from a little over
a dollar to alviut five dollars for the
steak dinner.
An additional plus for the Restau-
rant in the Bears Den has the option
of using student meal tickets to
offset $1.75 of the price. This is
available for those 10. 14 or 21 meal
plans.
Beer and wine are also available.
to finish off the evening of relaxed
dining in style.
This is the first installment in a
continuing series designed to ac-
quaint readers with the restaurants,
night-spots and places of special
interest in the Orono area. Estab-
lishments of all sorts will appear
here — some you'll know and some
you won't. So read on, and learn
something useful.
If you have any suggestions, drop
a line to the Campus.
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national
and
world
Kennedy supported
ELECTION '80—Carter will be oustedfrom office by his own party members? The
results of a poll by US News and WorldReport of Democratic National Committee
members across the US showed continue
support for the Kennedy candidacy.
Fifty-three percent of those questionedbelieve it will be Kennedy representing theDemocratic Party in the presidential
election. Thrity-percent said Carter wouldget the democratic nomination and another17
 percent said the race was too close to
call at this time.
Good news for the incumbent Carter isthat among committee members ofCarter's native south, he came out on top.
Skaters defect
SWITZERLAND
--A pair of Russianfigure skaters have asked for asylum fromthe Swiss government. Ludmila Belousovaand Oleg Protopopov defected to Switzer-land during a recent exhibition tour in thewest.
The Swiss government is expected todecide whether the pair of skaters can stayor be turned over to Russian officials inseveral weeks.
Israel two-up
MIDEAST—Who says there is peace inthe mideast? For the second time in fourdays. Israeli and Syrian warplanes battledover Lebanon.
The Israelis are blaming the Syrianssaying its American supplied F-15s wereon a surveillance mission over Palestinianguerrilla bases when attacked by Syrianswith Russian supplied Mig-21s. TheSyrians claim that the Israelis had attackedcivilian camps south of Beirut.
The official score from yesterday'sfighting were four Syrian Mig-21s shotdown and two Israeli F-15s shot down.Simple math has the Syrians down by onlytwo. However, the Israeli command said allits planes returned safely to base.
Salt drying-up
DETROIT, MICH.—President Carter
cannot expect former presidents Nixon andFord to come to his aid to get the Salt 11treaty through the senate.
The Detroit News quoted Washington
sources as saying Ford will speak out
against Salt later this week. A Ford
spokesman said that former president Ford
will make his position known in a major
address Wednesday.
[CAMPUS 1CRIER
For Rent
Single House. Located in Bradley. 6 rooms,bath. Artecian well, insulated. Forced hot
air furnace, electric hot water heater.Shower. Plenty of parking, place for
children. More information-please call1-364-8116 after 5 p.m.
Why rent? For only $2500 down
you can buy 4 cottages on Pushaw
Lake! Live in one and let others pay
expenses! 667-46% Box 693. Ells-
worth.
AN ILL WIND 
 114Ef SAY
Black-out
MIDEAST—Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin has refused to meet withAmerican civil rights leader ReverendJesse Jackson and his 15 memberdelegation.
Jackson and the delegation of blackleaders from the United States have beenin the mideast for a few days and have
already met with the PLO's Yassar Arafat.Jackson has not met with Begin.
Jackson said that Begin's refusal was
"unfortunate" and hopes Begin will
change his mind. The purpose of the trip tothe Mideast. Jackson said, was to get thePLO's and the Israelis talking to each
other.
Russians frisbee
EVERETT. WASH.-1f some teenagersin Moscow are throwing frisbees with
American advertising on them. Jeff
Mackey is responsible.
Mackey a part time staff member at
KRKO radio and six other Americans
scaled Soviet Georgia's Mt. Elbrus two
months ago, the tallest peak in Europe.
Mackey brought twenty frisbees bearing
messages from KRKO sponsors.
Macey gave two of them to a schoolteacher in the Caucasian mountain village
of Ely and several other frisbees were used
as barter for food.
Says Mackey: "for all I know, they're
sailing around Moscow right now, as
American radio symbols of free-world
advertising.
Carter defied
CHICAGO—Workers striking the RockIsland Railroad are defying PresidentCarter's back to work order, as picket lines
remained in place yesterday.
The United Transportation Union says it
ordered its workers back on the job, but
were blocked by picketing members of
another union.
Rome shootou+
ROME—Authori;ies in Rome say police
have captured and critically wounded the
man they clz.iri o inized the abduction
and slaying ol former Italia. Premier Aldo
Moro.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS Save
on brand name hard or soft lens
supplies. Send for free illustrated
catalog. Contact Lens Supplies, Box1,163.. Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send $1.00 for your 306
-page attainof collegiate research. 10.264 topicslisted. Box 250970, Loa Aeries,Ctiforaia. 90025. (213 4V-8226.)
Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work at
home—no experience necessary-
excellent pay Write American Ser
vice, 8350 Park Lane. Suite 127.
Dallas. TX, 75231.
usines5 Diredory
A Guide to Services and
• Stores For Your Needs
3 Strings for
a Buck!
Daytime
Mon.—Fri.
Special Offer courtesy
Memorial Union Game
THE STORE
26 Mill St., Orono
866-4110
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-6
Natural Food Store
Grains, Beans, Nuts,
Cheeses, Seeds,
& Herb Teas
Attention Students
THE BOOKLOFT
Paperbacks
25e ea.
Romance
-Mystery
Western
-Gothic
Sci-Fiction
1.5 mi North Rte 2
in Old Town
827-6409
• Ike! •I oo oo o ppi.gli• wpm .i•
WOOD'S
CLOTHING
Men's Big & Tall
Women's
Fashion Plus
Open 7 days a weekfl 989-5466
'I win City Plaza Brewer
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD
OFFICE SUPPLY, INC.
School SuppliesDrafting & Engineering
Supplies
Falculatorsaypewriter114 State St., Downtown
Bangor 942-5511
BANGOR TRAVEL
AGENCY
Airline renrvations&
ticketing. Complete
planningb travel
experts. At no extra cost.
187 Exchange Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
207-947-0376
Imported Auto
Parts
Parts for all All Major
Foreign Cars
417 Wilson Si. Brewer
A&P Shopping Ctr.
989-6075
Dubay s Auto Parts
Complete Line of
Automotive Parts
& Equipment
155 Water St., Old Town
10 Mill St., Orono
656 Hammond St.,
wo Bangor
Peggy's Ceramics
Greenware & Bisque
Paint Brushes
Misc. Ceramic Supplies
Classes aft. & evening
91 Center Street Brewer
989-7164
• RICK CROCKER
Barber
-Stylist
Room 21 15 Cross Street
Downtown Bangor
Daily 8-5
KATHY CROCKER
Hair stylistEN en ings 6-9 by appt only
942-6846
11
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Forestra• scandal'•
Harold Young
by Liz Hale
Staff writer
Professor Harold Young leans back in his
chair.
s "At one time," he said, "the faculty of
the forestry department was ashamed of
me. They thought my project was
outlandish. Some still do. When I started in
1959 my ideas were considered 100 years
ahead of my time. Now, I'm almost
behind."
Young is one of the main forces behind
the "Complete Tree Institute." While
some of his colleagues at UMO have
doubts about him, scientists from Japan,
Germany, Sweden and Russia do not.
For years, foresters have only been
interested in the part of the tree called the
"merchantable bole," which means the
main stalk of the tree.' The branches,
stumps. roots. and top were considered
trash.
The complete tree idea concerns turning
that "trash" into chips, pulp, fodder, or
fuel.
It started simply. In 1959. Young was
doing biomass nutrient studies. Like the
rest of his colleagues, he measured the
bole in terms of volume. He got the idea for
utilizing other parts of the tree, but
realized volume was not a practical way to
measure. He started making weight tables,
and dealing with the complete tree—trash
and all.
By 1975, Young had worked up to the
"complete forest" idea, that is, studying
the biological and utilization facets of not
only large trees, but small ones and shrubs
as well.
By 1978, he had entered into the idea of
complete forest management. Not only
was he concerned with using all the trees
and shrubs, but what would it do to the
area. Balance was the key word.
"Foresters are responsible tor re-gener-
ation. By 1983 the annual harvest will
equal the annual growth," Young said.
Young is currently working on a project
to see how extensive forest management
has to be if there is complete tree and
forest utilization.
Industry is beginning to work on the
idea. There are various machines to make
chips, and there are even a few stump
harvestors. Although the U.S. doesn't have
any yet, there is a machine that is a
complete tree harvester and merchandizer.
Because of the institute, Young no
longer teaches.
"I miss teaching," he said, "I always
liked the students. But I'm glad I'm not
teaching." He said that he would have to
teach the old ways, and didn't think he
could do it.
"I couldn't teach volume with any
enthusiasm," he said.
"You have to believe in what you're
teaching. I wouldn't be any good."
Although retired from teaching. Young
keeps active. He is often giving papers and
lectures.
In August, Young went to Japan and
Russia with the XTV Pacific Science
Congress. In 1975 he was in Russia for the
International Botanical Congress.
"It's been my life's work for 20 years,"
he said. "I'm getting tired of it. It's
pushing me. But I'm like a minister; I keep
spreading the gospel. I'm in this for better
or worse. and I'll keep inchi,ng along."
Vincent A. Hartgen
by Liz Hale
Staff writer
In 1945, there was no art department, no
professors and no art objects on campus.
Vincent A. Hartgen changed that.
"I loved the challenge of building anddeveloping (the dept.) from zero," he said.Since arriving here in 1946, Hartgen hasplaced 4000 pieces of art on campus.
"There are 3000 paintings on wallshere," he said. "I put every single onethere. I put the nails in and hung themmyself."
Hartgen. who taught alone for ten years,was brought here to set up the artdepartment.
"So I did," he said. "I knew it wouldn'tbe easy. This area, like much of NewEngland tends to resist the arts."
Some people, he said, tended to dismissthe arts as frills and secondary things.Many resisted bringing in the arts becauseit meant bringing in changes.
But now, he said, things are muchbetter. "People are accepting the arts asimportant to life."
When Hartgen first came here, there
were few places that had art exhibits. He's
watched art gallerys and other things
spring up all over Maine.
"It's been so exciting for me," he said.
"Here, in Maine. there are many creative
possibilities in both my job and my
painting."
In the 33 years he's been here, Halgen
said the excitement has nozer left him.
"I span a very varied and excitingperiod." he said. He's taught senior
citizens, military vets and kids out of high
school.
"Every student is different," he said.
"That's what makes it so lovely and so
much fun."
"I love teaching," he said. "I've neverhad a bad day teaching in my life. Never. Ithink I'm a natural teacher. I've never been
trained, but I like to tell people about what
I know. I think I'm a good teacher."
It's been so exciting
for me. Here, in 'Maine,
_
thereowinany creative
possibilities in both, my
job..and.rni Oiesifiksg.'
At times Hartgen said he tound it
difficult to keep up with his teaching and
painting at the same time.
"I'd have a full schedule, and my agent
would call up with a buyer who wanted
something special. They just had to wait,"
he said.
Hartgen has painted more works than he
can count, he said. He's had over 150 work.
one man shows throughout the country.
He's gone through three agents, and is
currently on his own. Various companies,
musuems, and private collectors have his
world.
He said, "I paint the seasons, the
portraits, the nuances of Maine. Maine is a
challenge to me as a painter. I love the flux
of weather, the flux of seasons. That's
what I try to paint. That's my goal."
Howard Schonberger
by Liz Hale
Staff writer
Howard Schonberger is about to do it
again.
Last spring. Schonberger, a hisiory
professor. had an article published,
concerning the background on an Amer-
ican named Kern, who eventually was
involved in a scandal that rocked Japan
When the scandal broke, people all over
the world turned to Schonberger as the
man with the most information on Kern's
background.
In a week or so, "The Nation" magazine
will print another of Schonberger's arti-
cles. In this one, he explores Kern and the
"corruption of post-war Japan."
oreign relations
The editors of the Maine Campus told
me to write an article on four "faculty
superstars.
What was I to judge on? National
recognition? Number of books published?
Popularity?
There was no way! could judge the best,
the brightest, the most outspoken; so I
changed the article to "Profiles on four
professors.
L. H.
"This is not something to do all the
time," he said, referring to article writing.
"But it does make life interesting."
Besides pursuing Kern "like a hawk,"
Schonberger has been writing, giving
papers, talks and interviews. He and a
friend may eventually write Kern's biog-
raphy.
One of Schoenberger's most recent
discoveries were documents in the Prince-
ton University Library which he said spell
out a connection between Kern, Kern's
friend Dooman, and a very high govern-
mental agency. Schonberger has sold the
story to a national paper in Japan, but they
are having trouble getting permission from
the library to quote from the documents.
When the original scandal was made
public, two major newspapers, the New
York Times, and the Washington Post,
almost hid the story by only giving a few
paragraphs to the story, he said. They were
printed one month after the scandal broke.
A few months later, another few
paragraphs were printed in the "Times."
Schonberger was told that the "Times"
was going to print a full in-depth article. To
date, nothing has been done.
Harold Borne
by Liz Hale
Staff writer
Suppose you asked an anthropologist
how close a caveman in Spain lived to the
ice. He's probably send you to a
geologist...unless, that is, you were at
Uh10. Then you could go to the Institute
for Quanternary Studies.
The institute, headed by Harold Horns,
is interdisciplinary and interdepartmental
encompassing geology, ecology (botany),
anthropology, and oceanography.
Horns, who co-founded the institute,
said it was specifically designed to be
research and teaching oriented.
He said the idea for concentrating on
Quanternary sciences started through a
evaluation of new directions in the gelogy
department.
He said there was no way a department
could focus on all aspects of geology,
especially at the under-graduate and
post-graduate levels. They also wanted a
program that would be competitive for
research monies.
The Quanternary time period of geology
means the period in history starting about
one million years ago. It goes up to, and
includes, the present.
The other departments, he said, joined
the geology department to create an all
encompassing department. Thus, for ex-
ample, one could trace the ;hanging
vegitational sequence in times, as well as
the place.
Horns said, "We get extra value by
putting together the different depart-
ments. As a result, we enhance teaching
and the ability to do research."
He stressed that there was an equal
division between the two.
Each staff member, said Horns, is in the
position of raising his own research money.
He is also expected to fulfill his duties as a
teacher.
"We couldn't have this institute without
the various departments," Horns said.
"The staff are great people. The quality of
the institute clearly rests with them. We
act as individuals, but we get together to
solve cases and problems. It's very
stimulating."
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Rain halts tourney for Black Bears
by Mary Ellen Garten
Staff writer
Weather turned out to be the main
opponent of the UMO Black Bear baseball
team this weekend. Heavy rain cancelled
two scheduled games Saturday at the
Sienna College Invitational Tournament in
New York.
"It's a real shame we didn't get to
play,•" said coach John Winkin. "It was a
really good tournament, because all the
Ruggers take
MIT twice
by Mary Garten
Staff writer
The UMO rugby club added to their win
record as they rolled over MIT college in
Massachusetts this weekend, keeping the
opposing team scoreless in both A and B
games.
The A team racked up a total of 24
points. Dave Berardi, Tim Mardin and Tim
Salter each scored a try for four points
each. Dave Easton scored three conver-
sions and two field goals during the
80-minute game.
The B team followed up with another
victory. with a score of 14-0. In the two
25-minute halves, Kim Moore and Matt
O'Hagen each scored a try, and Dave
Easton earned more points with a field goal
and one drop kick.
"MIT has been around some 30 years as
a rugby club, and they're usually a fair
team," said Dave Easton. "but they
couldn't seem to get anything going. We
played really well in both games Satur-
day."
The club will meet Colby College on the
athletic field behind Memorial Gym
Saturday at 10 a.m.
teams were split at the end of the first
day."
The Bears lost to Seton Hall. but won the
second Friday afternoon game against
Sienna College.
Skip Clark started on the mound for
Maine in the 7-6 game to Seton Hall.
"He pitched a much better game than
the score indicates," said Winkin. "Al-
though they got four runs off him in the
first inning, only one was an earned run,
but then he proceeded to shut out the team
for the next six innings."
Winkin attributed several Seton Hall's
runs to a very short right field.
• • •
The 6-1 win against Sienna College was a
team effort.
Winkin's two "question marks." Ed
Pickett as first-string catcher and John
Perry, first baseman, came through with
some great plays.
"Tom Mahan pitched a four-hitter,"
Winkin said," but he got excellent support
from his teammates."
Perry was hot at the plate, with two
doubles and a single, driving in three runs.
Pickett, in his first real test against some
[photo by Jason Courant))
Physical action in intramural touch football
strong-arm pitching, did well at bat and
behind the plate, cutting off a run with an
accurate arm.
Two outstanding catches came etr-om
freshman center fielder Brad Colton.
Friday the Bears will face Husson
College in a double-header beginning at 1
p.m. at Mahaney Diamond, with both
squads seeing some action. Saturday at
9:30 the two teams will finish the weekend
games.
URI runs over
Maine,10-1
by Dale McGarrigle
Staff writer
The Maine Black Bear booters were
shelled 10-1 Saturday by the Rams of
Rhode Island in Kingston. The game.
played in the pouring rain, often found the
Maine defense literally stuck in the mud.
URI, now 3-0, kicked in seven goals in
the first half while holding UMO scoreless.
Maine played better in the second half, but
Dave Harmon tallying UMO's only goal.
URI continued puncturing the net in the
second half, but not as frequently as in the
first.
Coach Doug Biggs said. "We played
better offensively this game. much better
than the stats indicate. We were constantly
penetrating the 18-yard box. But our
defense stunk. A lot of shots went in that
ordinarily wouldn't but they shouldn't have
been getting all those shots."
URI outshot UMO 33-4. Maine's goalie
Jeff Jonston, in a valient effort, saved 25,
while Rohode Island's Gonsales Rico made
six saves.
UMO, now 0-3, plays Bates in their first
home match Wednesday.
Tennis and field hockey teams split weekend action
by Scott LeClair
Staff writer
The University of Maine women's tennis
team split two matches this weekend to
bring its record to 2-2 for the young season.
The women started the weekend by
dropping a close match to UVM Friday 4-3.
Maine took three of the five singles
matches, as number two Pam Cohen,
number four Amy Stanton, and fifth-seated
Lesley Phillips defeated their opponents,
but UVM came back to take both doubles
contests and thus, the match.
On Saturday the Maine women traveled
to Montreal where they defeated McGill
University by an official score of 3-2.
Cohen and Stanton were repeat winners
for UMO. and Jackie Bucken added a
victory in the number three spot.
Since McGill was shorthanded (only five
players), they were forced to use members
of their singles squad to compete in the
double matches. For this reason, the
doubles results did not count towards the
official score.
Maine travels to Colby tomorrow in
hopes of avenging last week's 5-2 loss to
them.
Here are the scores from the weekend's
action: UVM 4, UMO 3.
Banks (UVM) def. Kris Everett (M) 6-3,
6-1
Pam Cohen (M) def. Hensel (UVM) 6-2, 6-1
Good (UVM) def. Jackie Bucken (M) 6-4,
7-6
Amy Stanton (M) def. Soper (UVM) 2-6,
7-6, 7-6
Lesley Phillips (M) def. Lafollette (UVM)
6-4, 6-4.
Doubles
Khachian, Hyson (UVM) def. Black,
Meldun (M) 6-2, 6-1
Dunbar, Borda (UVM) def. Sylvester,
DiBiase (M) 6-2,6-1
UMO 3, McGill 2.
Biewald (Mc) def. Kris Everett (M) 6-2,
6-4
Pam Cohen (M) def. Plamondon (Mc) 7-5,
6-2
Jackie Bucken (M) def. Chuter (Mc) 6-3,
6-0
Amy Stanton (M) def. Rosenschein (Mc)
4-6, 6-1, 6-4
O'Hara (Mc) def. Lesley Phillips (M) 6-3,
4-6, 6-4
Doubles (not official)
Biewald, Chuter (Mc) def. Black,
Meldun (M) 6-0, 6-1
Rosenschein, Plamondon (Mc) def. Syl-
vester. DiBiase (M) 6-1, 6-1.
by Deb, Kips
;Staff Wtisaa
The field hockey team was on the road
last weekend, with games at the University
of Vermont, and at McGill University in
Canada.
The team lost 5-3 against Vermont in
Friday's game. Coach Deb Davis was
displeased with the team's play, especially
on defense. She said "the whole team was
displeased, it was a terrible game."
Scorers in the game were Janet Hoskin.
and Stephanie Durant. Dot Johnston was in
goal for the first half, and ten minutes into
the second. Cheryle Kimball replaced
Johnston in the second half, and had three
saves. Johnston made 9 saves in the effort.
UVM and Maine have clashed three
times, and UMO has come up short each
time. Davis said UVM was "impressive on
defense" and they "played well."
The team then traveled to Canada to play
McGill University. where they sustained a
3-2 loss. The UMO women had to adjust to
different rules and a different playing
surface. It was the first game they have
played on Astroturf.
Davis felt the team played very well, and
was pleased with their attacking strategy.
She said the team had greatly improved
their defensive play from the Vermont
game.
The McGill team is a Canadian national
contender, and has some exceptionalplayers. Cathy Haig. who scored 2 of the 3
goals against UMO, is a member of the
Canadian equivalent to the All-American
team.
Janet Hoskin was the only scorer for
UMO, and was assisted on both goals by
Gloria Hewett.
Davis said. "This weekend will better
prepare us for the rest of the season
because of the caliber of the teams we
faced." The team will be at the University
of Maine at Farmington this Wednesday
afternoon.
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Northwestern is number one loser in nation
Just in time to inject a note of reality into
alumni hopes for a winning football season,
Penthouse magazine's October issue iden-
tifies what sports writer Lawrence Linder-
man calls "The 20 Worst Football Teams of
1979-80.
These teams are not obscure teachers
• colleges; they are, or have been potential
rivals of the best. But all have fallen on
hard times in recent years, and Linderman
sees little hope for the football season soon
upon us.
The list:
I. Northwestern. Its 0-10-1 record set
last year "figures to be even worse in
1979." Says the magazine: "Northwest-
ern's major problems are offense and
defense, in both of which they are
deficient."
2. Wake Forest. Last season's 1-10
record may turn out to be better than
1979's likely outcome. "Wake Forest may
well lose every time out in 1979, including
its curatin raiser against unheralded
Applachian State."
3. University of Texas, El Paso. UTEP
has won only one game per season since
1975, "and they won't do any better this
time around. UTEP's gridiron specialty is
the equal
-opportunity defense, which
allows opponents to score five touchdowns
a game without regard to race, creed, color
or talent."
4. Vanderbilt. Finishing 2-9 last year,
"this fall Vanderbilt will again be atrocious
and nothing new that head coach George
Maclntyre can say or do will help the
Commodores escape what seems to be
paramount possession of last place in the
Southeastern Conference."
5. Idaho. Last year's 2-9 record isn'tlikely to be much better this year, but
Penthouse concedes that the team mightbe able to be much better this year, but
Penthouseconcedes that the team might be
able to give us less than the 36 points per
game it yielded in 1978.
6. Texas Christian University. "Defense
will again be the Froggies' short suit, but
the same can be said of their offense."
Look for another 2-9 season this year.
7. Virginia. After 1979's 2-9 record,
Linderman says: "I look for the Cavaliers
to beat James Madison this year.. And
that's about it."
8. Columbia. "The doormat of the Ivy
League- in 1979 after last year's 3-5-1
season. Graduations have made the
outlook look dimmer.
9. Oregon State. This school had a
winning season-in 1970. Last year's
record was 3-6-1 and 1979 looks like the
ninth consecutive losing season.
10. West Virginia. Another losing season
after 1978's 2-9 record, but there is hope:
the state legislature has approved a $20
million new stadium, and "high school
athletes always have an edifice complex.
The Mountaineers will begin getting their
share of blue-chip players quite soon and
should show marked improvement within
the next couple of years."
11. Rice. Rice's record for the last three
seasons is 3-29. This year, says the
magazine, "The Rice defense will again
give up twice as many points as the offense
can score, which is why the Owls can be
expeced to check in with a record that will
approximate last season's 2-9 perform-
ance."
Wire Sports
The Cleveland Browns defeated the
Dallas Cowboys 26-7 last night in an NFL
game played in Cleveland.
NEW YORK - American league umpire
Ron Luciano says he's deciding to sue the
league for barring him from working as an
announcer. Luciano was supposed to serve
as a color commentator for NBC during its
coverage of the American League playoffs.
But American League president Lee
MacPhail says such a broadcasting ar-
rangement would violoate an unwritten
league policy.
Luciano is not scheduled to work in
either the playoffs or the world series and
he considers himself free to accept
employment from NBC, which he did,
Luciano says he had a verbal agreement
with NBC to do the playoffs.
The umpire says he may also sue the
network if it keeps him from doing the color
commentary.
CHICAGO-Herman Franks has quit as
manager of the Chicago Cubs. And Joe
Amalfitano, one of his coaches, is the
interim manager for what's left of the
season. The 65-year-old Franks has been
quoted of late to the effect that he's tired of
the modern breed of ballplayer. He's been
skipper of the Cubs for the last three
seasons.
LOUISV1LLE-A funeral will be held in
Miami on Thursday for Hall of Fame
Jockey Steve Brooks, who died Sunday
night in a Louisville Hospital. Brooks had
undergone surgery following a fall from a
horse several weeks ago. Steve rode the
winner of the 1949 Kentucky Derby.
Calumet Farm's "Ponder."
LONDON
-Maurice Hope of Antigua,
an island in the Caribbean, is a strong
favorite to retain W.B.C. light middle-
weight title tonight. He'll take on Mike
Baker of Spartanburg, South Caroling at
Wembley Stadium in London. This is
Hope's first defense of his title.
PHILADELPHIA-Philadelphia Phillies
star Pete Rose has become the first major
leaguer to get 200 hits in ten different
seasons. He singled in the second inning of
last night's game against the St. Louis
Cardinals.
Rose had shared the record with Ty Cobb
with nine 200-hit seasons. His other 200-hit
seasons were with the Cincinnati Reds.
The Phillies star also extended his
hitting streak to 22 straight games, tops in
the major-leagues this season. Lasy year
with the Reds, Rose had a 44-game hitting
streak, setting a National League Record.
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND1 A couple of
blisters, a bruise and a hangover couldn't
stop Mike Flanagan, the winningest
pitcher in baseball this year.
The Baltimore ace from Manchester,
New Hampshire, the top contender for the
Cy Young Award, posted his 23rd victory
Monday night, combining with Don
Stanhouse for a two-hit, 3-1 decision over
Cleveland.
The Cy Yound Award, named after the
hall of fame pitcher, is awarded annually to
the best pitcher in each league.
But it was not an easy start for Flanagan.
who had celebrated long into the night
before the game after the Orioles clinched
the American League East Championship.
He said he was hung over from the
party, and as he put it-"It may have been
the toughest start I ever had."
Flanagan said he sneaked away from the
victory celebration about 3 a.m. Sunday
when his teammates started tossing
fully-clothed players into the whirlpool.
But he didn't go to bed.
He said he stayed up unwinding until
about 6 o'clock Sunday morning. In his
words. "I thought it was time to go to bed
when 1 saw the sun."
The 27-year-old left-hander also was
bothered by blisters on his left foot and
hand, and a bruise on his left leg after
being hit by a hard grounder.
Flanagan won 19 games last season, but
he has become a better pitcher this year
with an effective change-up.
Flanagan said while he was virtually
overlooked while winning 19 last year, he's
been deluged with interview requests and
telephone calls since he notched number 20
this season.
He says he didn't know there was that
much difference between 19 and 20.
12. Army. The once-mighty football
school hasn't been able to attract top high
school players, many of whom don't find
four years in the Army after graduation an
enticing prospect. The loss of eight starting
seniors from the '78 season won't help
Army either. (Navy, incidentally, is not on
the Worst 20 list.)
13. Illinois. Last year's 1-9-2 record
foreshadows this year's results. Failure to
take to the air with the forward pass was to
blame last year, and likely will be again in
'79.
14. Boston College. "Hollywood pro-
ducers could do worse than to study Boston
College's 1978 football season for possible
adaptation as a movie comedy," Penthouse
says. Head coach Ed Chlebek was fired last
year-but rehired after his players pleaded
that he be given a second chance. After
last year's 0-11 record, Boston College
"will improve, although not dramatically."
15. Kansas. "The Jayhawks are a decent
enough college team, but unfortunately
they're playing in a murderously tough
conference." Last year's 1-10 record may
be a taste of the current season as well.
16. Syracuse. Once the symbol of
Eastern football power, the school of Jim
Brown, Ernie Davis, Floyd Little and Larry
Csonka, the Orangemen have fallen on
hard times. This year, "the Orange will be
mostly black and blue."
17. San Diego State. Used to winning.
seasons, this school found introduction to
the Western Athletic Conference last year
a sobering experience. For '79. "the team
has been so depleted by graduations that
its chances of finishing near .500 seem very
remote.-
18. Tulane. The green Wave's last
winning season was in 1973, and the next
isn't likely to be this year. "One reason for
Tulane's protracted decline is its somewhat
steady offense," the magazine says. On
the other hand, "the defense won't be able
to stop a sneeze."
19. Washington State. Despite the
services of the nation's "finest collegiate
quarterback," WSU last year had a 3-6-1
record. "Since Washington State was the
PAC Ten's easiest team to push around
last season, look for their conference foes
to really stick it to the Cougars this
season."
20. Memphis State. Last year the Tigers
were 4-7, their first losing season since
oach Richard Williamson took over in
1975, "and this fall will seem like a replay
of 1978 It's easy to diagnose what ails the
Tigers: their defense has as much muscle
as Bianca Jagger."
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(photo by Arthur Kettle)
Muskie sponsors energy board
Sen. Edmund S Muskie ioined Connect-
icut Sen. Abraham Ribicoff Monday in
iponsoring legislation to create an Energy
Mobilization Board. •
The proposal is an alternative to those
made by the Carter Administration and the
Senate Energy Committee.
Under the Ribicoff-Muskie bill, the
Energy Mobilization Board would have the
power to speed consideration of certair
energy-related facilities, cutting through
red tape in licensing procedures. expedit-
ing environmental assessments and pro-
viding quick judicial review of controver-
sies which might arise.
Their proposal would not, however, give
the board the power to waive federal, state
or local news. And only projects which
would reduce U.S. reliance onimported oil and would be put on a "fast
track" through the licensing process.
"The call for energy independence has
been a convenient shield for those who
cannot find any other means to wipe away
laws designed to protect the public health
and safety." Muskie said in remarks
prepared for introduction of the measure.
"Some have lost sight of the original goal
of the legislation. The goal is to reduce our
dependence on foreign oil.
"Projects which will help do that job
should be given priority. But we should not
simply discard our current defenses
against imporperly planned, environmen-
tally damaging or poorly financed projects.
"In face, some projects which have been
mentioned as candidates for the 'fast track'
are actually designed to make greater use
of imported oil," Muskie added. "There is
no compelling reason to grant them special
consideration."
Muskie said the legislation he cospon-
sored also differs from other proposals by
giving state and local governments a
greater role in the process, by building in
flexibility and improving communication
among the applicants and agencies in-
volved, and by insisting that projects under
Maine
Events
Tuesday, September 25
12:10 p.m. "The MUAB Photography
Program" — Steve Guthrie will talk about
the MUAB darkroom facilities. Dialogue on
Rye. Coe Lounge, Union.
3:30 p.m. Study Skills Seminar: Relaxation
Techniques Before Exams with speaker
Russ Whitman, South Bangor Lounge,
Union.
4:00 p.m. UMO's Young Democrats will
hold an organizational meeting. Sutton
Lounge, Union.
7-9 p.m. "International Forum on Energy"
- an international exchange program.
Sutton Lounge, Union.
WMEH FM 90.9 7:p.m. "The Spider's
Web" Jay O'Callahan: High Deeds of -
Shem.
MPBN TV Channel 12 9 p.m. Jazz and
swing music of the Big Band era. "All Star
Swing Festival."
WMEH - FM 90.9 10 p.m. UMO Concert
series
WMEB FM 91.99 p.m. "Atlantic Crossing
10 p.m. "Off the Beaten Track"
construction be subject to new require-
ments of law.
This last feature would help make the
"fast-track" energy projects laboratories
for proving and assessing new energy
technologies, he said.
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All seats are up
 for election
Students to vote for senators today
by Laura Proud
Staff writer
Student senate elections will be held
today. All the seats will be up for election.
Steve Bucherati, vice-president of stu-
dent government and president of student
senate, has been involved in student
senate since he was a sophomore two years
ago. Bucherati says a senator represent the
student body's interests and concerns, and
controls the budgeting of the student
activity fee. Each senator serves on one
student government committee.
The distribution of senators is de-
termined by dividing the number of activity
fee-paying students by the number of
senators-55. According to Bucherati, this
year there is one senator for every 167
students.
Student senators are elected in the fall of
every year, with a special election being
held in February for any vacant positions.
Students can vote during lunch and
dinner hours at their cafeterias if they live
in dorms. For graduate students, fraternity
members and off-campus students, voting
will take place in the union from 8:00 a.m.
Sorry, only four
by Gary Pearce
Staff writer
If you are planning on a longer
Christmas vacation, don't hold your
breath. According to Registrar John
Collins, we'll probably have the usual
four-week vacation.
"As of now, there has been no serious
discussion about extending the Christmas
vacation in lieu of the energy crisis," said
Collins.
The registrar's office issues the schedule
of classes, making it one of the first
departments notified of schedule changes.
"Once the schedule is approved," said
Collins, "It is inconvenient to change it,
both for students and faculty."
The calendar was approved by the
chancellor on April 4, 1979 until Spring
1981.
There's a remote chance of an extended
vacation, however. This will be one of the
possibilities researched by the university's
Energy Advisory Committee. The com-
mittee prepares alternate energy plans
should the university be faced with fuel
shortages. It also studies and recommends
plans for fuel efficiency.
Class rescheduling, as an alternative,
"will be discussed in the next few
meeting," said the chairman of the
committee, UMO Vice-President of Ac-
ademics Henry Hooper.
The discussions will be stretched over
several meeting periods because "data
from the physical plant is still coming in,"
said Hooper.
So, until further notice, finals will end
December 21 and classes will begin
January 21.
You can't beat a dead horse
by Michael Finnegan
Staff writer
There are rumors that the treatment of
university-owned horses leaves much to be
desired. These rumors, however, have
been dismissed by John Goater of the
Animal and Poultry Sciences at UMO.
Horses are being improperly fed and
exercised, a horse may have died last year
and improper feeding and exercising or
veterinary neglect may have been the
cause. A graduate student was supposed
to teach this fall's riding class, but left in
disgust. The rumors spread.
Horses can't talk and all my human
sources have dried up faster than a
summer rain in a corn field.
Commentary
•
The horses, numbering ten in all, are
housed on the bottom floor of a barn owned
by the university located on Stillwater
Avenue in Old Town. The barn itself sits
on a bluff overlooking a beautiful green
pasture which stretches as far as the eye
cares to look.
The exterior of the barn bears its age,
weathered by time, and adjacent to the
barn the riding paddock, or all that
remains, lays disassembled in the pasture.
Upon entering the first floor of the barn,
I was greeted with an effervescence that
usually accompanies most domesticated
animal habitats. The air is cool and dusty,
light. sparce, provided by only eight small
wildows and a dozen or so light fixtures
attached to the ceiling.
As of now the horses are cared for by two
classified employees. The daily chores
include arriving at the barn every morning
around 9:30 a.m. to provide hay, oats,
water, salt and any sweeping or shoveling
necessary. This is supposed to be done
twice a day, Goater said.
The horses are kept in stalls that
measure approximately 14 feet by 14 feet.
A "Dutch Door" prevents the horses from
running around the barn loose. Duringfeeding time. or whenever a caretaker is
present. the top of the stall doors is left
open. However, when the caretaker
leaves, the entire stall door is closed to
keep horses from attempting to leave their
stall which could cause harm to an
individual horse.
Determining what a horse needs each
day is supervised by Mr. Goater. For
example. a sign tacked to "General Lee's"
door reads: "One scoop of oats a.m.," and
on "Zinnia's" door reads: "Two scoops of
[See Horse Sense. page 12
to 5:00 p.m.
Bucherati says that this year, those
handing out ballots will try to ask students
to take their ballots, and fill them out away
from the line. This will reduce the length of
the lines, which Bucherati thinks leads to
some students deciding not to vote.
According to a student government
office list, the student senate candidates
are:
Androscoggin (2)
Dawn Hustpn.
Aroostook (1) •
Stephen Lumbard
Charles Mercer
Balentine-Colvin-Estabrooke (2)
Kathryn Knight
Roger Brodeur
Lisa Rowe
Edwin A. Garrett IV
Elizabeth Asci
Chadbourne (1)
WRITE IN
Corbett (1)
James Violette
Cumberland (2)
Michael C. Saltz
Mark Peters
Kerin Freeman
Dunn (2)
Jim Pastorelli
Gannett Hall (2)
Doug Hall
Charles Sumner Morrill
Hancock Hall (2)
David Caouette
Karen Lee Boudreau
Hannibal Hamlin/Oak (1)
Chris Woods
Hart Hall (2)
Anne Dufour
Judith D. Grant
Kennebec Hall (1)
WRITE IN
Knox Hall (2)
James Beaulieu
Chet Williams
Oxford Hall (2)
Steve Hazelton
Mark R. Gilbert
Eric R. Herlaph
Stephen Olver
Penobscot (1)
John Neff
Margo Joly
Somerset Hall (2)
Cindy Rockel
Mary Louise Mageean
Stodder Hall (1)
Susan Gerlach
York Hall (2)
Maureen Kelleher
York Village (1)
Lisa Pelkey
[See Elections. page 12.1
[photo by Mitch Tarr]
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Bill Bishop
Student pres. opposes
financing of gay club
by Tim McCloskey
Staff writer
The Wilde-Stein Club, funded by the
student government, is an organization
established to "provide a supportive
atmosphere for gays on campus." as stated
in its constitution.
The organization was started in 1972 and
is named after Oscar Wilde and Gertrude
Stein, two well known and influential
writers who publicly stated their homo-
sexuality.
"Our purpose is to educate (people) as to
what a gay person is.. to allow acceptance
of us.. we're people too." said Leigh
Shorey, a club member.
The club was granted $597 this year out
of student activities fees. The money is
used for subscriptions, monthly dances and
a two-day gay symposium, according to Bill
Bishop. club president and UMO business
major.
Approximately $75 go towards sub-
scriptions such as "Gay Community
News." "Mainely Gay" and "Lesbian
Tide." The bulk of the money appropriated
is spent on the gay symposium. an annual
springtime affair.
During the gay symposium, workshops
are conducted concerning rural gays,
teachers, the awareness of veneral disease,
and literature.
"I opposed the Wilde
-Stein Club totally
two years ago when I was a freshman
here," said Dick Hewes, president of the
student government.
"1 have mellowed. I accept the fact that
there are homosexuals," he continued.
But. "this is not a healthy or wholesome
activity.. .1 don't think it is beneficial to the
university community," Hewes said.
"They're not serving their own purpose
...they haven't done it as long as I've been
on campus...I'd scratch the gay sympos-
ium totally (and) as things are today, I'd
scratch their budget," Hewes said.
"Visibility is the greatest deterrent to
harassment of gays," said Jon Roberts. a
club member and business major at
Husson College.
The club is "discriminatory by nature,"
Hewes said. But, according to Shorey, we
are "willing to help people of any sexual
persuasion."
While Roberts estimates eight to I"
percent of the general population are gay.
Hewes said gay people are "not repr( sen-
tative of the Maine people."
"I think we're promoting a sickness and
disease." Hewes said in reference to the
club.
"Scientific studies have shown that
homosexuality is a function of personal-
ity," Shorey said.
Females report sex with teachers
This story was excerpted from I he
Chronicle of Higher Education, September
17. 1979.
by Cheryl M. Fields
One in four women who received
doctorates in psychology in the last six
years say they "engaged in sexual activity
with their professors" when they were
graduate students, according to a recent
survey.
Such activity is more common among
recent Ph.D.'s. according to the three
psychologists who conducted the study.
"The more recent the Ph.D. degree, the
more likely a report of experiencing sexual
contact with an educator while earning that
degree," the researchers said in a report to
the annual meeting of the American
Psychological Association here.
'A Sexist Bias'
Sexual contact is also more common
between male professors and female
students than between female professors
and male students, according to the study.
Overall, 17 per cent of the women in the
survey said they had had sexual contact
with their professors, compared to only 3
per cent of the men.
As therapists or teachers. 30 per cent of
the men had had sexual contacts with their
own students or clients, the survey found,
compared to 9 per cent of the women.
"The overwhelming trend is quite clear,
and it reveals a sexist bias: Men tend to
engage in.. sexual contact as therapists,
teachers. supervisors, and administrators,
while women participate as patients and
students." the researchers said.
For purposes of the study, they defined
"sexual contact" as "intercourse or
genital stimulation."
In a broader category of "seductive
behavior." 14 per cent of the men who
responded to the survey and 60 per cent of
the women reported that they had received
such attention from a psychology pro-
fessor. administrator, or supervisor of their
clinical internship program. the research-
ers said. Such behavior typically took the
form of flirting, joking about sex. excessive
attenion. and touching, they said.
Nearly SOO persons participated in the
survey, which was conducted by Hanna
Levenson. a psychologist in private prac-
tice in San Francisco; Kenneth S. Pope,
director of psychological services at
Gateways Hospital and mental Health
Center in Los Angeles. and Leslie R.
Schover, a psychologist from the Univer-
sity of California at Los Angeles. About
half the respondents to the survey were
women.
Only a Topic of Gossip
Psychologists recently began turning
their attention to sex between professors
and students — a subject that in the past
was only a topic of department or
classroom gossip.
That interest is an offshoot from another
recent development: After several years of
pressure from female psychologists, the
American Psychological Association re-
vised its code of ethics to declare that it is
unethical for psychotherapists to have
sexual relations with their patients or
clients.
Thus far, the association's committee
has not handled many complaints involving
students' charges of sexual exploitation by
faculty members, according to Patricia
Keith-Spiegel, professor of psychology at
California State University at Northridge
and the panel's chairman. however, she
said, the few cases "have been incredibly
messy, often involving the student going to
the school paper or the family of the
psychologist, who usually is married."
More such complaints are likely to be
filed in the future, she said:
"We have a pending complaint that will
be an important precedent in this matter.
A number of women trainees have banded
together to collectively press charges
against a psychologist.
"It certainly appears that this is not a
safe kind of activity for educators to deal
in.
She added, "The very 'new morality'
that may allow sexual encounters to occur
more casually" also may result in more
assertiveness on the part of the student
"when things go wrong."
Although about a third of both the men
and women in the survey said they felt
"positively" about seductive behavior at
the time it occurred, only 17 per cent of the
women still feel that way, the survey
found.
'Anger and Humiliation'
Judging by the personal comments that
about one in three respondents wrote on
the questionnaire. men typically "don't
react with the anger and humiliation that
many women feel" when confronted with
unwanted attention from faculty members,
Ms. Schover said.
Some women, she said, reported that
they felt harassed and anxious. Some
reported threats that their dissertations
would be held up if they did not cooperate
or that they might have trouble getting
good recommendations, she said.
For example, one woman wrote on her
questionnaire. "I was told by a member of
my dissertation examining committee that
he would make it 'easy for me' if I would be
Ord
his lover. I refused. He was terrible
during the exam. I feared I would fail. It
was so humiliating and terrifying — and I
couldn't tell anyone what he was doing."
Another woman commented:
"I noticed that younger, pretty women
were the frequent targets of advances or
innuendos. reinforcing my belief that
fSee Female Psych. page 121
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IN HONOR OF UMO
PARENTS' WEEKEND
TE-ig
THE RED LION INVITES YOU TO ENJOY A
MAGNIFICENT BUFFET...FEATURING OUR
WORLD-FAMOUS STEAMSHIP ROUND..,
WITH A COMPLIMENTARY COCKTAIL...
DESSERT. COFFEE...AND THE DELIGHTFUL
RED LION "SURPRISES"
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29TH,
5 PM TO 9 PM IN THE
RED LION BANQUET Room
$9.95 PER PERSON
TAX if34 TIP INCLUDED
RESERVATIONS NOT REQUIRED, BUT WILL BEACCEPTED, CALL 945-5663,
t1tAebtion
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Beer found to contain cancer agents
by Daniel P. Puzo
Los Angeles Times
A sudden renewal of interest in a potent,
:ancer-causing agent found in trace
mounts in beer has been heightened by
he Food and Drug Administration's
-elease of a list of 28 domestic and foreign
Jeers that the agency said contain the
:arcinogen dimethylnitrosamine.
The FDA released the chemical analy-
ies, which began in the spring of this year,
because of a freedom of information
request filed by the Washington-based
Hewes hopeful
of party chances
by Jon Prichard
Staff writer
As the upcoming presidential elections
roll around, Dick Hewes, member of the
College Republicans and President of the
Student Government, is optimistic about
the republican chances.
"The upcoming elections look very
optimistic for the Republicans," Hewes
said. "I'm very optimistic for the
Republicans," Hewes said. "I'm very
optimistic for the party."
The College Republicans are a repub-
lican party group formed at UMO only
several years ago according to Hewes who
was the group's president.
The functions of the group is to meet
during election years and support party
candidates.
Barbara Beame, treasurer of the group,
noted that they could not, as a group, come
out in support of any one candidate.
"This is against our constitution," she
said.
"If Howard Baker runs," Hewes said,
"Kennedy's chances are not good.
Kennedy has not yet declared himself as a
candidate in the race.
The world is moving toward conserva-
tism," Hewes said, adding that this would
go against Kennedy in the election.
"Baker is a moderate republican and
this would hurt Kennedy." he said.
"Kennedy is a left-wing liberal, not like
his brother John was," he said.
Hewes had few good words for President
Carter's policies during his term in office.
The administration's decision to grant
amnesty to draft-dodgers drew criticism
from Hewes.
"The only time I agreed with Andrew
Young, was the time that Jimmy Carter
center for Science in the Public Interest.
In the FDA test, four nationally
distributed beers had more than five parts
per billion of dimethylnitrosamine, which
has been shown to cause cancer in
laboratory animals. The four are Bud-
weiser, Schlitz, Colt 45 Malt Liquor and
Tuborg. One regional beer, Flitz-Wein-
hard, was also listed as having more than
five parts per billion.
Dimethylnitrosamine is one of a group of
chemicals called nitrosamines which are
created naturally when nitrities combine
with other chemicals called amines or
amides. The only other case of nitros-
amines regularly found in human food is in
bacon. The U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture has established 10 parts per billion as
the maximum allowed leverl of nitros-
amines in bacon, but the type of
nitrosamines found in beer are much more
toxic, according to several food scientists.
The U.S. Brewers Association, an
industry group, disclosed that some beers,
without naming brands, contained trace
levels of nitrosamines in August 1978. But
the figures quoted by the brewers
association were one-half the levels of
,some of those found by the FDA.
The beers found to have dimethylnitros-
amine levels are: Budweiser, Miller High
Life. Colt 45 Malt Liquor, Schlitz,
Lbwenbrau, Colt 45-Silver, Stroh's, Olym-
pia, Old English 800, Blitz-Weinhard,
Carling Black Label, Old Milwaukee,
Pabst, Tuborg, Ballantine, Kaiser Export,
Stauder Spezial, Dortmunder Union Spe-
cial, Gosser Golden Rock, Heineken, San
Miguel, Molson and Molson Ale. Two
beers tested by the RDA contained no
traces of nitrosamines. Coors and Guiness
Stout.
•okun
Two bikers ntake their way across campus Tuesday. The cool fall day provided the perfect weather for rolling along
and checking out the scenery. [photo by Andrea Magoon]
fired him," he said.
He did say that he felt Carter had done a
good job in going against the giving up
Panama Canal.
This type of budget has problems. he
said. "If your outgo exceeds your intake,
your downfall will be your upkeep," Hewes
said using a quote he had heard from
someone.
He quoted Reverend Jesse Jackson, a
black minister from the south, "Sacrifice
leads to greatness, convenience leads to
collapse."
"As soon as we realize this," he said,
"the better off we will be."
CC
VOTE  TODA
Wednesday, September 26
STUDENT GOV'T ELECTIONS
WILL BE HELD TODAY
Voting:
for students will be in all dining
halls, 11:30-1:20 & 4:30-6:00
•
Estabrooke students will vote in
York Dining Hall at the above times
a
Graduate, Off Campus & Fraternity students
will vote on the 2nd floor of the Union,
8:00-5:00
Draft registration bill
defeated by Congress
by Catherine Myers
The House of Representatives last week
defeated a proposal to reinstate selective-
service registration.
A move to include the draft-registration
proposal in a defense-spending bill was
rejected by a vote of 252 to 163. House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill said the
President already has standby authority to
order registration in case of an emergency.
The House agreed to ask President
Carter to report back to Congress next year
on needs of the selective-service system.
The day before the action on the House
floor, a rally was held on the Capitol steops
to demonstrate opposition to reinstating
draft registration. A meager turnout
demonstrated instead a lack of interest in
the issue.
"Where is everybody?" one anti-draft
demonstrator asked a friend as she
squinted at the small group on the Capit31
steps.
'Probably a Negative Effect'
The Committee Against Registration and
the Draft had hurriedly tried to pull off a
1960's style protest, but it didn't word.
Fewer than 100 people showed up.
"I think the rally probably had a
negative effect," said David Packer, a
junior at Georgetown University. "There
are so few people, it looks like young
people aren't really interested."
Where was everybody?
Many participants agreed that the rally
was poorly organized. But Mr. Packer said
the real problem was that "students don't
take the issue seriously."
Association's 'Top Concern'
Another student agreed: "Students are
not interested because it hasn't hit them;
their immediate families haven't been
affected."
At the University of Missouri this
month, the student association did pass a
resolution opposing the draft — but only
after heavy debate. Some members of the
student senate adamantly opposed the
resolution because they supported draft
registration.
Another reason students have shown
little concern is that "some people don't
believe it's a threat," said Ken
Mosakowski, legislative researcher for the
Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. Few pro-
testers showed up for a rally in Amherst
last week.
Mr. Mosakowski said his group did send
more than 6,000 fliers to students, telling
them to urge their Congressmen to support
the amendment by Rep. Patricia Schroeder
Democrat of Colorado. which struck out the
draft-registration provisions.
Richard Lavois, president of the student
government, handed out fliers in several
dormitories and found that "80 per cent of
the students had no idea" Congress was
voting on registration legislation.
Although the Washington and Amherst
demonstrations did not draw many sup-
porters, anti-draft rallies are not entirely a
thing of the past. Last spring a rally at
Northwestern University in Illinois drew
about 1,000 people. most of whom were
students, said Michael D. Loftin. student
coordinator of the Chicago Coalition
Against Registration and the Draft.
This story was excerpted from The
Chronicle of Higher Education, September
17, 1979.
Down with clowns
Have you read the column over there to
the right by student-politician-for-life Carl
Pease?
You ought to.
The column contains about the most
reasoned, low-key, but forceful argument
for actually taking 10 minutes out from our
busy rat-race days to cast a ballot in
today's student senate elections.
As a rule, everybody ought to vote. It's
probably the right thing to do.
The senate weasels 25 bucks out of you
every year via the mandatory student
activity fee. It should follow, then, that
you'd want to make sure good people are
elected to squander that money for you.
If quality students are running for the
offices representing you, fine.
Voting might not be so important.
But if there are yo-yos and clowns
running against those good people, take a
few minutes today, if you have them, and
stop at a voting booth.
Applause
Tom Aceto is playing Bainter the
Painter.
Aceto, vice president for Student
Affairs, has requested the ceiling tiles in
15 dormitory rooms be painted with a
liquid that will contain asbestos particles
that might escape.
The decision was a wise one.
The importance of good student
government seems to be increasing each
year.
We can't afford yo-yos and clowns
(unlike past years, no?).
See, budgets are tight around here.
Guess who's going to get hurt unless they
scream enough—and inunison through
student government?
Us.
And fuel may be in short supply. Acting
President Ken Allen will be forced to
make some cuts here and there.
Is he going to shut down the field
house? Lower classroom thermometers?
Give us eight weeks off at Christmas?
We better be organized when it comes
time to play that game of Russian
Roulette, though.
End of sermon.
Who represents you could be
important. Please do your part today, if
necessary, in our Donw with Yo-yos and
Clowns Day Movement. D.W.
Some people think the situation is
dangerous. Others pooh-pooh it.
Aceto says he isn't taking any chances.
And he shouldn't.
Student health is at stake.
Aceto's candor in this touchy issue
should be an example to all
administrators.
Take a small bow, Doc.
D.W
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Letters for
the circular file
Carl E. Pease
A little glue
I spent my weekend being glue.
If that doesn't make sense to you, which
I'm sure it doesn't, then let me explain the
events in question.
Most of Friday I spent working for a
campus paper, typesetting copy.
On Saturday I did the same. Saturday,
evening from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. I spent
going from dorm to dorm meeting General
Student Senate candidates, in my capacity'
as Chairman of the Union of Student
Employees (USE) — Political Action
Committee, attempting to solicit their
support for USE.
On Sunday, I again typeset copy. At 4
p.m. I went int Bangor and attended a
meeting of the Penobscot County Demo-
cratic Committee, at which we, the
committee, recommended to the Governor
that Jim Wagnerd Orono be appointed the
probate clerk of Penobscot County. We
also petitioned the Governor not to remove
the director of Bangor Mental Health
Institute, and we elected this county's
representatives to the Democratic State
Convention Committees.
At 7 p.m., I attended a meeting of USE
at which we endcrsed candidates for the
GSS elections.
What does that have to do with being
glue?
All of these groups, the newspaper, the
Democratic party and the Union of Student
Employees have one thing in common —
without them, cr without similar organi-
zations. democracy would be a non-
existent concept.
Every country that you or I would
consider a democracy has all three of
these, political parties, independent news-
papers and errqiloyee unions.
Again what does this have to do with
glue?
Stop and tin*. What holds these
organizations together?
People. active people, people who are
willing to sacrifice time and energy in order
to hold democracy together. To make it
work.
People like me, like the other people
here at the Maine Campus, over at The
New Edition, at that meeting of the County
Committee in Bangcr, in USE and yes even
those yo-yos in Student Government.
In otherwords I and others like me are
glue.
Today you have a chance to do a little
"glueing" too.
Today are the GSS elections and you can
exert a little energy and time and go and
vote.
And by the way. Vote for USE endorsed
candidates.
Carl Pease is a MPA graduate student
from Pittsfield. His column appears here
Wednesdays.
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UP
ON
YOUR-
SOAPBOX
Joe V. Steele
Unions
"My God." exclaimed one discon-
certed university employee when it
was announced that the service and
maintenance unit had chosen the
Teamsters as its bargaining agent,
"Does this mean the janitors won't
empty the wastebaskets anymore?"
It's probably safe to say that the
advent of unionism at UMO does not
mean that the campus will be
overrun by out-of-staters armed with
violin cases who will force you to
make more money than any self-
respecting worker would ever dream
of accepting. But it is sometimes
difficult to say just what unions do
do.
Their history provides some clues.
Before unions, the worker left his
or his First Amendment rights of
free speech and assembly at the
factory gates. The laborer was
entitled to as much life as industrial
accidents and occupational diseases
left him; as much liberty as she could
scrape up after a 16-hour shift; and
as much happiness as could be
pursured on a sage that was never
much above the starvation level.
According to the ingenious logic of
early capitalism, the worker entered
the work process by selling his labor
at the marketplace. He then became
a "hand," a commodity on a par
with the rest of the industrial
machinery money could buy.
these faceless "hands," asserting
a truth they did not read in
economics books, were forced to
work out a counter-logic of their own.
They said they were human
beings, on the job and off it. They
said that the boss's balance sheets
ought to figure in costs not only for
upkeep on machines but for a decent
life for employees and their families.
the individual worker, then as
now, had no rights and very little
clout. The collective strength of
unions gave workers enough clout to
make those dreamed-of rights reali-
ties. By doing so it gave workers a
share in deciding the terms and
conditions of their employment.
Unions have extended to working
people the vision of an industrial
democracy equivalent to that politi-
cal democracy whose ideal we
cherish in our off-work hours.
Joseph V. Steele is a UMO student
employee.
Mad at the World?
Get up
on your soapbox.
Ti,. Mass C.asoupsta welcomes letters
to the editor. Please keep them brief
and type them double-spaced. We
may have to edit letters for space,
clarity, taste, style, accuracy or libel.
Send them to us at Suite 7A, Lord
LIMO, Orono, Maine 04469.
Please include signature, phone
number and address. Nimes with-
held in special circumstances.
BCC students
want more
To the Editor:
After reading your editorial regarding
"AK." Brown's suggestions, I thought I'd
pa.-..s on a few ideas I've talked about with
some of my friend's.
The one that we all seemed was most
needed was a television guide so that all
those T.V. hounds could plan their days
accordingly.
For those who never have the op-
portunity to watch TV, your paper could
give a brief weather forecast. I must admit
this was my vote for top priority.
Another idea was to put in the menu for
the commons for a week or the next day.
However, I must warn you many of my
friends felt that it was bad enough eating it
without having to read about it.
At any rate, I'll write again the next time
my colleagues and I discuss the Maine
Campus.
Tom Clarke
118 Rockland Hall
B.C.C.
Free speech?
To the Editor:
I read in the Campus that you were
looking for student writers.
Being a student and having something to
say. I submitted an article of mine. It came
out in print today, and I barely recognized
it as my own.
You changed my words, you cut out
sentences — you even misconstnicted my
closing paragraph.
If you ask for student writings, then print
student writings — not something miscon-
strued and butchered by yourself and your
staff.
Lynn Dombek
Pond Street
Orono
The editing was done by an arts editor,
Crilly Ritz. He, like all page editors of the
newspaper. occasionally mak, changes,
corrections and deletions they think will
improve the material for readers. You
should feel welcome to discuss the changes
with Crilly and contribute again in the
future. Thanks for submitting your article.
Dan Warren. editor.
Some of his own medicine
To the Editor:
You've disappointed me, Dan Warren.
I've enjoyed "Letters from Camp Orono,"
"Life at the Big 0," and many of your
other fine articles and commentaries, but I
was surprised at your attitude toward Paul
Graves in the Sept. 20 edition of Maine
Campus.
My hero
To the Editor:
I've never written a response to anytning
I have ever read in a newspaper or
anything of the like, but after your article
run on Paul Graves and his views of the
Nazi party, I just cannot resist.
I salute you, Dan Warren. I couldn't
have said it better myself.
As a freshman in college. I certainly
haven't seen much of the world, and I am
most definitely not in a place to defend
different political views and opinions to any
great extent. I don't know a whole lot about
WWII, or "Holocaust," or the National
Socialist party. However, I am so proud
and grateful that I live in America — the
land of the free and the brave.
Paul belongs here because we all do. He
is a brave man to have the guts to admit his
prejudiced views — even if he won't admit
to his name. I don't blame him. I wouldn't
either.
Last night on a T.V. show (20/20) they
ran a special on the Vietnamese in Texas.
A murder took place there that evidently a
Vietnamese was responsible for.
The whole county is trying to get rid of
their refugees — because, like Paul says,
they are "people of alien culture who don't
belong in the United States." Well, listen
up, "Americans."
At one time we, the "Americans," were
people of alien culture who came over by
boat (not bus. Paul Graves) and, as history
tells it. we were not welcomed with open
arms. either. This became our home.. and
we made it a place to be proud of.
If we really want to define the original
American we can return to the fight about
the Indians. THEY had this country first.
Our statue of Liberty, a national sight td
see that the U.S. is so proud of.. is
inscribed, as our "Mother of Exile"
speaks, "Give me your tired, your poor,
your huddled masses yearning to breathe
free, the wretched refuse of your teeming
shore. Send these the homeless tempest-
tost to me...I life my lamp beside the
golden door."
You criticized Paul Graves because of his
narrow- minedness, unaccepting attitude,
and name-calling ("Jews and blacks are
'people of alien culture..."'), and what do
you do? Pretty blatantly call Paul "stupid,
bigoted, and paranoid."
Now Dan, how will we ever get our point
across and set examples if we don't
practice what we preach? Maybe, even
though I may disagree with his views, Paul
Graves isn't such a bad guy after all...
Sign me,
J.N.
Hart Hall
I for one, thank God that He saw fit to
put me in a country that gives us our
freedom.. in every sense of the word.
Kathleen Quinn
Androscoggin Hall
Dan stays!
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter after giving
considerable thought to David Sterling's
letter and Dan Warren's editorial in
reference to the possibility of allocating
some student government money towards
helping fraternities pay for liquor licenses.
Personally, I think Dan has made a good
point considering how some of the money
is presently used.
David Sterling felt Dan should resign
because of what he said. I feel he is going a
little off the deep end in even suggesting
this. Isn't the editor entitled to express his
own viewpoint? The editorial was meant to
make people think a little and it appears to
have served its purpose.
UMO has always been known for its
fraternity parties. These parties help serve
as excellent social gatherings in enabling
students to meet one another. I will admit
in the past some of these parties have
gotten a little out of hand, but overall their
function is beneficial to the UMO com-
munity.
Dan Warren has accomplished much
since he started working for the news-
paper. His articles have always been of the
highest quality and I, along with many of
my friends, have always looked forward to
reading them.
No. I do not think Dan should resign. I
think the people of the university are going
to miss his work when he leaves.
Sincerely,
Tonney G. Boar!. R.A.
145 Hancock Hall
I thank you, a fellow member of Beta
Theta Pi, for your kind words. Your check
is in the mail.
— Dan Warren.
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6of the Penobscot
AN ISLAND
This sign posted outside of town welcomes
visitors to the Indian village.
The horse has been replaced by a 10-speed bike and the deerskins
are now cottons and polyesters. but the:,e two Penobscot Indian
boys are still proud of their Indian heritage.
r-
Photos by
Mitch Tarr
Across the river, but a w
by Susan Harvey
Staff writer
Go to Old Town. Turn left at the lights at
the foot of the hill. Drive a half mile or so.
Turn right onto a one-way bridge and enter
the world of Indian Island.
At first it will seem like any small
compact village with one narrow street
winding through the scene. But you may
wonder at the church and convent standing
like sentinels close to the roadway at the
mouth of the bridge. The solid look of
those establishments dominates every-
thing else on the way.
And soon you will notice the children
playing in the empty roadway are very
much like one another — dark and smiling
and particularly beautiful.
And you will see small, white crosses
lettered in black in the cemetery instead of
headstones. There are names there of
Indians who died in the Revolution. It is
said to be the oldest cemetery in New
England.
Here you may tumble to an over-
whelming feeling of antiquity and benign
seclusion. And Panawamske, island home
of Penobscot tribe, is a very old
reservation. It was established by treaty
with Massachusetts in 1818.
But 400 of the 1500 surviving Penobscots
who call Indian Island their home might
consider white man's history as recent
events and their own archaic past as the
real history.
The early Penobscots were nomads who
wandered the state over on a yearly
schedule.
"They went with the seasons then."
says Ann Pardilla, daughter of former
Chief Poolews. "They left farmers to tend
the gardens and went to the coast hunting
seal and shell fish in summer. Old Town
was just their winter home. They came
back to hunt and trap."
Mrs. Pardilla says the movement with
the seasons was well organized and in
order not to conflict with the schedules of
other tribes. The summer sojourn to the
coast was still observed until 30 or 40 years
ago.
Until late in the 1500's the Penobscots
lived this quiet, pastoral life with occa-
sional conflicts with neighboring tribes.
Then the first white men arrived and from
that point on. their lives were closely tied
to the French and English.
The first dramatic result of the meeting
was the subsequent death of half the tribe
from contagious diseases.
These first explorers were French
trappers who quickly established them-
selves in the rich fur country by marrying
into the friendly Indian families and
introducing Catholic
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introducing Catholicism. By the time the
Puritans arrived at Plymouth. the Penob-
scots had been Catholic for years.
Today the strongest bonds of religion
and language are French, but their land
was destined to come under English rule.
In 1818 the second of the controversial
treaties were signed giving Massachusetts
all Penobscot lands except the islands from
Millinocket down on the Penobscot River.
Since then. the Penobscots have lived on
those islands creating the famous sweet-
grass baskets, selling fiddleheads in the
spring and trying to make it in the white
man's world.
We were the first of the Maine tribes to
learn English and become what you call
civilized. We had to in order to get work
and survive," said Pardilla.
Eventually, the tribe found itself living
under English rule, working in an English
society and yet strongly influenced by
French Catholicism. Even today the
Sisters of Mercy, who brought education to
the island a century ago. form the nucleus
of the teaching staff in the public school
system there.
It may be this double identity which
causes so much misunderstanding of the
Penobscots today.
Over the years there have been
whispered charges of harassment by the
Old Town police and strained feelings
ATOP
, on !wham Island. Iv used to handle the tribe's disputes
between the totvn and island people.
Many whites wili tell you secretly the
Penobscot tribe is practically extinct and
the Indians on the Island are mostly
Candian Indians or even French Candians
who are taking advantage of reservation
rights — no taxes, unlimited hunting and
fishing, and full scholarships.
Yet, in reality, to become eligible for
these benefits, applicants must appear on
the Indian census proving their heritage.
Even then, some of the "freebies" are a
myth. Post-secondary education, for
instance, wasn't so easy to come by for
Indians until 1972. Only then was a
scholarship established allowing all aca-
demically able Indian students to get a
college degree.
Ted Mitchell, who counsels Indian
students for the Onward program. says
about 80 students from all four Maine
tribes are registered at Orono and Bangor.
"Most Indian children are now being
orientated to post secondary education,"
Mitchell said. "and we find we have a very
low drop-out rate."
Mitchell predicts the numbers of Indian
students will climb steadily in the future.
But. Chief Poolews' daughter asked: "If
the Penobscots own all the islands down
river from Millinocket. and the UMO
campus can only be reached by crossing a
bridge, who owns it?"
7
Indian homes have taken on a new look over the years. Here two
Indian children are playing in front of a colonial home.
The only Teepees seen on Indian Island now are used to sell Indian tourist items
8 state and national 
update
Dispute settled
AUGUSTA — A two-year federal court
dispute over Maine's billboard ban ended
last week when the state agreed to pay
three billboard companies about $900,000
for their billboards.
When three companies challenged the
law, which called for the removal of
roadside signs from highways by 1982, a
federal order blocked the law from taking
effect.
The settlement was signed last week by
the state Department of Transportation.
Donnelley and Sons, National Advertising
Company and United Outdoor Advertising
Incorporated.
Commissioner Roger Maliar said yester-
day the department will begin removing
signs in Aroostook and Washington
counties probably in a couple weeks.
Defense contract
awarded
WASHINGTON — The defense depart-
ment awarded a $26 million contract
yesterday to Kollsman instrument Com-
pany in Merrimack, N.H. to build 300 laser
rangefinders and computer systems for the
Army's M-60 tanks.
Kollsman's Director of Contracts,
Charles Richmond, said the contract is a
follow-up to a 1976 order for 425 of the
systems.
Fishy cargo seized
GLOUCESTER, MASS. — Customs
agents have arrested a Rockport man on
charges of smuggling swordfish.
Donald Cameron, the captain of the
shrimp boat "Mrs. Maria," was charged
with smuggling from Canada 50,000
pounds of swordfish, worth an estimated
$200,000.
The agents seized Cameron's 65 foot
boat and the fish in a pre-dawn raid in
Gloucester.
House votes pay hike
WASHINGTON — Members of the
House voted to give themselves I pay hike
yesterday, amounting to five and a half
percent.
The legislation, which failed three times
before, passed by a narrow margin — 208
to 203. If passed by the Senate, it would
increase their salaries to more than 560.600
a year.
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N.R.C. tours pilgrim
PLYMOUTH. MASS.—In an effort to
improve emergency preparedness, a tast
force from the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission toured the Pilgrim Atomic Plant
yesterday.
The emergency plans now in effect for
Pilgrim don't meet the new safety
standards being drawn up by the com-
mission. Some of the changes to be made
will involve the warning procedures
because investigators found that after the
Three Mile Island accident the potential
danger notices were delayed and often
muddled.
Referendum sought
YARMOUTH—The co-owner of a Maine
dairy and a state legislator have announced
a campaign to try to end the control of milk
prices in Maine.
The co-owner of Old Tavern Farm,
Robert Leonard, and state Rep. George
Vincent of Portland told a news conference
in Yarmouth yesterday that they will seek a
Kennedy committee
started
AUGUSTA—A former congressional
candidate who teaches at Colby College
told an Augusta news conference yesterday
morning that a five-member committee has
been established in Maine to promote the
unannounced presidential candidacy of
Senator Edward Kennedy.
Sandy Maisel said his phone has been
"ringing off the hook" since he announced
that he was a member of the committee.
He said he believes there will be a
groundswell of support for Kennedy
among Maine Democrats.
Republ' an
announces
candidacy
WASHINGTON—As of yesterday.
republicans have announced their
didacy for the 1980 presidential
ination.
eight
can
Dakota Sen. Larry Pressler, who is
less than a year into his first senate term,
formally declared that he is running for
president yesterday.
The 37-year old said his campaign will
focus on energy and foreign trade.
Pressler said he has little chance of
upsetting the leading contenders for the
republican nomination but the white house
may need someone in the "prime," rather
than the "twilight," of life.
statewide referendum calling for the end of
all milk price controls.
Leonard said Maine is the only New
England state where controls on the
consumer price still exist. He and Vincent
said they believe the public has been
disappointed by the legislature's failure to
end controls.
Students rough it
CONCORD, N.H. — Some University of
New Hampshire students who wanted
dormitory rooms this fall have had to settle
for a seaside resort with wall-to-wall
carpeting, color TV sets and private baths.
"We have a real housing problem." said
U.N.H.'s interim President Jere Chase.
Chase met with the trustees yesterday
and they voted unanimously to rebate
housing surcharges of $90 to $135 per
semester that 240 students have paid for
rooms. The students have been staying at
a Portsmouth motel and at the Atlantic
Ocean Resort of Hampton Beach.
The students have been bused to the
campus in Durham, a short ride away.
--( murzip[fr.
7-c-1r yoc,
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Connally campaign
starts
MANCHESTER, N.H. — Former Texas
Governor John Connally officially kicked
off his New Hampshire primary campaign
yesterday by attacking government policies
on energy. the economy and foreign policy.
Connally, who concedes he is not the
front runner in the crowded race for the
republican nomination, said he will cam-
paign hard in the state.
As President. he said he would cut
Federal spending, balance the budget,
streamline government and push for major
tax reform. He said his tax reform would
include reducing taxes from $50 to $150
billion during the next three to four years.
Bell attacks new law
ATLANTA—Former Attorney General
Griffin Bell said the new law under which
Hamilton Jordan is being investigated
amounts to "watergate reform gone wild."
The White House Chief of Staff, who was
accused of using cocaine, has denied the
allegation.
Under a 1978 law, the Justice Depart.
ment can be forced to probe all charges
against white house officials.
The "Atlanta Journal" quoted Bell
yesterday as saying the law can be used to
launch "a continuous attack on the
president and his administration."
Hospital asks for
money
WATERVILLE — The Mid-Maine Medi
cal Center in Waterville has applied to the
state for a $14 million renovation project,
partly for the hospital's cancer unit.
Hospital Spokesman Walter Ernst said
the project is the first major improvement
at the hospital in 15 years — and should
carry the hospital through the next
century.
The state is scheduled to act on the
application next month.
Mamie hospitalized
WASHINGTON—Mamie Eisenhower was
taken from her Gettysburg, Pa. home to
Walter Reed Army Medical Center in
Washington yesterday after an apparent
stroke.
Doctors would not comment on Mrs.
Eisenhower's condition immediately after
she arrived at the hospital.
Secret Service officials said the 82-year
old former first lady was fully conscious
when she was placed in the ambulance for
the 80-mile trip.
Spuds coming up
PRESQUE ISLE — The Aroostook
county potato harvest is about one-third
completed and an agriculture extension
agent said the crop yields are moderate.
Duane Smith said the average yield looks
as if it will be about the same as last year's
crop, which was below average.
Smith said heavy rain during planting
and a drought in the middle of the growing
season took a toll on the yield.
DC-9 engine blows
ZARAGOZA, SPAIN — One engine of
an Iberia Airlines DC
-nine jetliner ex-
ploded in flight yesterday before the plane
made an emergency landing at a military
base.
A spokesman for the Spanish airline said
the 56 passengers and crew of five were all
safe. According to the spokesman, the
engine blew up as the Madrid — Barcelona
flight passed over Zaragoza, about half
way along the route.
cTHE ORONO.MAINE'S ART & REPERTORY CINEMA
Orono Mall Stillwater Ave. 827-7216
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GEttimentueeel
Sylvia Kristal stars in Just Jaeicm's tlassic
of elegant erotica A lavish, magnificently
photographed saga of decorous passions
that has served as the often imitated, but
never duplicated model of glamorous
lust
Shown at 7 & 9 pm.
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Would-be killer, pot smoker, naked trespasser
by David Prudden
Staff writer
A "terrorizing "charge is being brought
against a man who allegedly threatened to
kill a woman at the Memorial Union. The
woman said she was standing near the
Damn Yankee with her boyfriend, and the
man kept walking by her, tugging on a
piece of elastic rope, finally looked her in
the face and said "I'm going to kill you,"
though she isn't exactly sure what his
words were.
A student tried to remove a chair from
the Bear's Den. He dropped the chair and
kept on walking but was arrested by a
police officer.
Twelve record albums were taken from
an open Somerset Dorm room. A group of
intoxicated males had been seen going
down the hall knocking on doors and
peering into open rooms.
A urinal handle was stolen from a Lord
Hall men's room, valued at 565.00.
A room in Aroostook was broken into.
Beer bottles were found broken on the
floor, desk drawers were dumped out, a
ceramic lamp was broken, a trunk emptied
and a tee-shirt and S15.00 cash were taken.
A mirror was broken on the first floor of
Stodder Hall. Someone had tried to
remove it from the wall, and it broke in the
process.
One of the vending machines in
Aroostook Hall was vandalized. The
culprit attempted to get into the machine,
but was unsuccessful. Total damage
amounted to $100.00.
A motorcycle parked neat Gannett Hall
had its windshield broken. Total damage
was $50.00.
A wallet was taken from a faculty pool
locker.
A student's motorcycle was driven
without the owner's permission. It was left
Irving vividly shocks
by Greg Can
Staff writer
"The World According to Garp"
by John Irving is a novel about the
fragility of life.
It is a family novel, spanning four
generations and two continents,
crammed chock-full of intriguing
incidents and characters with great
feeling and craft. The components of
black comedy and melodrama,
pathos and tragedy, mesh effort-
lessly in a tale that can also be read
as a commentary on art and
imagination.
The central story-line in this novel
concerns the life of a man with a
famous, feminist mother, a man
Jenny Fields is a black-sheep
daughter of a typical, artistocratic
New England family. During World
War II, whe climbed into a hospital
bed with a disabled ball-turret
gunner who has been partially
lobotomized by a piece of flak. The
gunner, Technical Sargeant Garp,
died shortly after the intercourse,
leaving only the initials of his rank
for his son's inheritance.
Jenny then became celibate, wrote
a book about her abstinence from
and aversion to sex, and by accident
became a feminist leader ahead of
her time.
Her son. T.S. Garp, writer and
hero and ex-wrestler. is bear-like.
He is a short, powerfully built,
Hemingwaysque man, dedicated to
physical prowessness and writing
fiction. His wife teaches literature to
arrogant, randy college students.
She even has an extra-curricular
affair with one particularly randy
student. Garp inevitably discovers
his wife's unfaithfulness and accepts
it by allowing her one last date in
which to terminate the relationship.
After the date, in the student's car in
the driveway, when Mrs. Garp is
giving the student a goodnight.
farewell kiss, below-the-belt-type,
Garp's car hits the rear end of the
student's car, jolting them, and Mrs.
Garp gets a mouthful.
Other vividly, comically disturb-
ing, grand guignol shocks dealt in
the process of the novel include a
meticulous depiction of rape, the
gouging out of children's eyes, and
endless gazes into the tongueless
mouths of Jenny's feminist leeches.
Each black comic shock leads to a
hushed, heart-stopping revelation of
irreparable grief.
Surrounding Garp and Jenny are a
wide assortment of unforgettable,
sensitively drawn, minor characters:
school teachers and whores, wrestles
and radicals, editors, and assassins,
transexuals and rapists, husbands
and wives who have an over-
abundance of intense humanity.
Many are eccentric, yet they are
never quite grotesque.
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about SO feet from where it had been
originally parked and was undamaged.
Two students were spotted smoking pot
in a car at the Chadbourne parking lot.
They had no more pot on them, but they
were forced to walk back to Gannett Hall,
where they lived, leaving the car in the
parking lot. Police said they were under
the influence. One of the two same
students was caught smoking again in the
car the next night. This time, he had four
joints in possession.
A bicycle was stolen from the York
Village Apartments. The J.C. Penney
bike, which was chained to a fence, was
valued at $125.00.
A man has been charged with criminal
trespass after he was seen walking in
Fernald Hall with no pants on.
I
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'ENERGY FORUM'
SUTTON ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION
496% of U.S. energy is from expendable sources!
What will the fuels of the future be and how will this
effect the American lifestyle? International Students and
the U.M.O. faculty discuss the world energy situation'
Suicimar Patlnatik
Tom Ducheseau
Reza Kashkoolt
The Programming Boar
Arthur Johnson
James Clapp
Dick Hill
Alan Lewis
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Soccer searches for first win in a
by Dale McGarrigle
The UMO soccer team is looking for its
first win as it squares off against the Bates
College Bobcats this afternoon at 2:30 in
Maine's first home game.
UMO is coming off a tough three-game
road trip. They have dropped starting
games to Thomas College, Boston Univer-
sity, and Rhode Island. Bates has also lost
its beginning season games to Bridgeport
and Colby.
Coach Doug Biggs analyzed his team's
dismal performance on the road. "Our
team is mostly freshmen. It's psycholo-
gically tough to make the adjustment to
college ball. They should have made it by
now. No more excuses.'
The team's main problem has been in
scoring.
"We're holding on to the ball too long,
and trying to get past one defenseman too
many," Biggs said. "We're not shooting
from the outside enough, which would
open up the goal area. As it is, the
defensemen just sag back and trap us."
Another factor to the tesm's losing
season has been inconsistency, Biggs said.
He said although the team would have
good offense in one game, they would lack
in good defense. In their next game, they
would improve on the defense, but slack off
in offense.
Bates' biggest problem at present is alack of healthy goalies. Rob Hodes started
the season, but he was injured in the first
game, and replacement Alex Banks was
also injured. Sophomore Matt Loeb,
although hampered by an ankle injury,
may have to start Wednesday. Bates lost
their All-New England goalie Jim Hill
through graduation.
The Bates fullbacks are led by All.
Conference player Andy Aceto. He is
joined on defense by Jeff Conrad, Ben
Havdock, and Brian O'Donnell. Freshman
Marc Beaulieu is out injured.
he midfield line will be composed of
Mark Chamberlain, Steve Kutenplon, and
Alex Strunc. Injured midfielder Chuck
Regulbuto may also see action, but starting
midfielder Jeff Kobylar will be sitting it out
with an injury.
Jim Merrill (2 goals against Colby), All-
Conference player Dick Kwiatkowski, and
Mike Lugli are the forwards, to complete
the Bobcat squad.
Coach Biggs respects the Bates club's
ability. "They're a team with a lot of
college experience, but they're a Division 3
club and we're a Division 1 club. They'll
come up here really wanting to beat us.
They'll be really fired up to play this game,
so we can't afford to treat Bates lightly."
We're looking to play our game, ball
possession, and if we can, they won't have
the ball. If we can play our kind of defense.
they won't keep the ball long."
ternoon action
Soccer action promises to
UMO and Bates
be fast and furious as both
try to score their first win today.
Bates Coach Jeff Gettler was low-key.
"We're hoping to get our first win. We're
not too concerned with what Orono will do.
There will also be a Bates—UMO "B"
game, which will be played concurrently
with the "A" game on the practice field.
One factor in Maine's favor could be the
"home field advantage." Bates, on the
other hand, is playing its third road game
in a row. Maine will also be wearing their
new home uniforms, which could also have
an effect, however minor.
YMCA alternative to long lines, crowded courts
by Leigh Ann Fehm
Staff Writer
Racquetball players who are tired of
standing in line for court time are in luck. A
new YMCA with two additional courts has
opened on Stillwater Avenue in Old Town.
Executive director, Phil Hand, is hopeful
that UMO students will take advantage of
the facility.
"We've got a good number of people
coming in at the present time," he said,
"but we could always use more."
The YMCA also offers an indoor track
123 laps to a mile), weight room and
exercise area, recreation room and gym-
nasium.
The facility is ready except for the
gymnasium.
"We are changing the floor from tile to a
suspended wood floor and we've had a
delay in delivery," said Hand. "The floor
will be completed in November."
The YMCA is offering student and town
memberships. The yearly rate for college
students is $22. The adult rate is $27. A
family membership is available at $52.
A daily guest membership is $3 a day,
but the center likes to discourage more
than three guest visits a year.
"We like to keep the facilities available
to our members." said Hand.
A number of programs are being offered
by the center. Those interested in signing
up for classes in disco dance, macrame,
slimnastics and racquetball are asked to
call the YMCA at 827-6111.
Membership at the YMCA entitles one
to usage of the entire facility. The YMCA is
open from 6 a.m.-10 p.m. Monday-Thurs-
day, 6 a.m.-9 p.m. on Fridays and 6 a.m.-6
p.m. on Saturdays. Racquetball courts
must be signed up for three days in
advance and require an additional fee of $2
per player. Racquetball raquets and balls
are available for a slight fee.
The YMCA is a privately owned
organization. The center was built with the
support of the United Way, contributions
and endowments, usage and membership
fees.
UMO cheerleader named
to All-American team
by Mary Ellen Garten
Staff writer
Diane Harvey, a second-year cheer-
leader for the Black Bear football squad
has been named an All-American cheer-
leader by the National Cheerleaders'
Association based in Texas.
Harvey was notified Monday of the
award and also received a plaque. She said
it was unexpected.
The award, according to the NCA, is
conferred upon 20 outstanding college
cheerleaders from the more than 200
colleges that participate in the NCA
cheerleading workshops.
Megaphone Magazine, the national
cheerleading periodical, will feature Har-
vey along with the other 19 top cheer-
leaders in an upcoming issue.
Last summer Harvey attended cheer-
leading camp in Tennessee and was asked
by the association to apply for a job as a
cheerleading instructor in various summer
clinics throughout the east coast. Harvey
currently coaches the UMO cheerleading
squad, which she also captains.
The South Portland native is a child
psychology and elementary education
major.
The new Old Town YMCA offers additional athletic facilities for area residents.by Mitch Tarr.) !Photo
Tradition
UMO Greeks are celebrating 100 years.
Next Wednesday, Oct. 3, the daily
Maine Campus profiles fraternities,
sororities, what they are and
why they've lasted so long
Maine Campus
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Sports Round-up
Here and there...in sports
Where are the Sox?
What remains of the Boston Red Sox
season is some statistical incidentals. The
team has six games left, and a hold on third
place in the American League East. Three
victories will give Boston a third consecu-
tive pennantless season of at least 90 wins.
The Red Sox opened their final home
series, against the Toronto Blue Jays, last
night at Fenway Park. After three games,
the team finishes the season with a
three-game series in Detroit next weekend.
Fred Lynn, batting .336, is positioned to
win the batting title, although George Brett
of Kansas City is within striking distance.
Lynn would be the first Boston batting
champ since Carl Yaztreniski in 1968.
Jim Rice needs only one home run for 40
this year. He would be the only Boston
player — other than Yaz in the 1969-70
season — to have back-to-back 40-homer
seasons. Rice could also lead the team in
home runs for the fifth straight season.
With 198 hits, Rice needs just two to
become the 17th player in major league
history and ninth in the American League
to have three straight 200-hit years. The
last American leaguer to do it was Johnny
Pesky of the Red Sox, 22 years ago.
Rice could also join the likes of Babe
Ruth. Lou Gehrig, Chuck Klein and Jim
Foxx in a group that had 40 or more homers
and at least 200 hits in consecutive
seasons.
Is he wearing a skirt?
The first male player to try out for an
all-girl field hockey team in Thorndike.
Me. has decided to keep his kilt on, even
sports II
Fourth-week football standings
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
T Pct.
Dallas 3 1 0 1.000
Philadelphia 3 1 0 .750
Washington 3 1 0 .750
St. Louis 1 3 0 .250
N.Y. Giants 0 4 0 .000
Central Division
Tampa Bay 4 0 0 1.000
Chicago 2 2 0 .500
Minnesota 2 2 0 .500
Green Bay 1 3 0 .250
Detroit 1 3 0 .250
Western Division
Atlanta 2 2 0 .500
Los Angeles 2 2 0 .500
New Orleans 1 3 0 .250
San Fran. 0 4 0 .000
PF PA
74 80
76 58
98 60
76 77
44 94
102 58
68 65
74 96
62 73
74 112
94 88
63 78
97 115
80 106
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
WLT
Miami 4 0 0
NEW ENGLAND 3 I 0
Buffalo 2 2 0
N.Y. Jets 1 3 0
Baltimore 0 4 0
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Houston
Cincinnati
San Diego
Denver
Kansas City
Oakland
Seattle
Pct. PF PA
1.000 86 45
.750 116 54
.500 123 91
.250 87 137
.000 49 73
Central Division
4 0 0 1.000
4 0 0 1.000
3 1 0 .750
0 4 0 .000
Western Division
3 1 0
3 1 0
2 2 0
1 3 0
1 3 0
95 54
91 63
86 98
65
.750 III 72
.750 76 64
.500 79 54
.250 51 109
.250 87 99
though he doesn't have to wear it. James
Bean, a senior at Mount View High School.
says the kilt is "part of the uniform," so he
might as well wear it.
When Bean was accepted for the team,
his coach said he could wear shorts instead
of the traditional kilt or skirt. Then
directors of the school administrative
district raised objections, saying the kilt is
part of the team uniform, and Bean was
told he'd have to wear one. But now a
school directive has been issued which
relaxes dress-code restrictions on male
field hockey players.
CAMPUS
CRIER
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard or soft lens
supplies. Send for free illustrated
catalog. Contact Lens Supplies, Box
'kW. Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
For Rent
Single House. Located in Bradley. 6 rooms,
bath. Artecian well, insulated. Forced hot
air furnace, electric hot water heater.
Shower. Plenty of parking, place for
children. More information--please call
1-364-8116 after 5 p.m.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send S1.00 for your 306-page catalog
of collegiate research. 10,250 topics
listed. Box 25097G, Los Angeles,
Cglifornia. 90025. (213 417-8226.)
Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work at
home—no experience necessary—
excellent pay. Write American Ser-
vice, 8350 Park Lane. Suite 127.
Dallas, TX, 75231.
IEa NMI MN I= MO Ma
EMPLE
KNITTING MILLS NEW FACTORY OUTLET STORE
Sweaters at Factory Prices for the Entire Family 
Men's Ski Pullover $11.43
Men's Cable Pullover $9.57
Save up to 75% 
I Special Close-out for Ladies
By Cricket Lane
• Slacks $4.78
Jackets $8.57
Blouses $4.78
OPEN SUNDAYS 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Open Monday thru Saturday $ a.m. - 4 p.m.
Bar Harbor Road. Plenty of Free Parking-Brewer
2 Mlles from Bridge On The Left.
NM an me EN im us EN am no ins an am ow me NE on NI
Bruins miss Park
BOSTON—It looks like Boston Bruins
Defenseman Brad Park will miss the first
month of the National Hockey League
season. But General Manager Harry
Sinden says doctors have told him Park's
knee looks good, and shouldn't give him
too much trouble once he returns to the ice.
The all-star defenseman had minor knee
surgery over the weekend to remove bone
chips in his right knee. Coach Fred
Creighton says he'll let Park set his own
pace when he gets back on skates—prob-
ably in about three weeks.
Celts ready to roll
The Boston Celtics break camp this week
to start their eight "A" game exhibition
season. They open the preseason in
Madison Square Garden Thursday night
against Philadelphia. With no trades in
sight, the rookie and free agent guards now
in camp will get a chance to show they can
make the team. The Celtics Brian Trust
will be taking a very close look at two
newcomers, free agents Gerald henderson
and Ricky marsh. Only two guards appear
to have a lock on making the team —
veterans Chris Ford and Nate Archibald.
Hope defends title
Britain's Maurice Hope successfully
defended his World Boxing Council
light-middleweight title by scoring a TKO
American Mike Baker Today. The fight
was halted at two minutes, 30 seconds of
the seventh round in Wembley. England.
Hope dropped Baker midway through
the seventh. but Baker scrambled to his
feet at the count of nine. He was then
backed into the ropes and pounded by
Hope, prompting the referee to step in and
stop the bout.
It was Hope's 14th win in his last 15
fights.
... . . . ...... . . - .
• MURPHYS
HELP WANTED
Hostess Kitchen Help
APPLY 12:00 to 4:30 DAILY
Bar Harbor Rd.. Brewer
f 
•
pErzianurz. gamtn
, 
ON FRANKLIN STREET IN BANGOR
HAPPY HOUR
MON.—FRI. 4:00-6:30
LUNCH
MON.—FRI. 10:30-2:00
DINNER
NIGHTLY 5:00-10:00
SUNDAY titRUNCH
11:00-2:30
12
Maine Events
Wednesday, September 26
2:30 • 7:30 APO Bloodmobile. Hancock
Hall
6:00 — 6:45 p.m. Vegetarian Pot-Luck
meal. MCA Center.
6:00 - 7:00 p.m. Yoga for Juniors. Peabody
Lounge.
6:30 p.m. University Paper Recycling
Committee meeting. Classroom A, 3rd
floor, Union.
6:45 - 7:30 p.m. World Hunger Ed.
discussion, MCA Center.
7:00 p.m. College Republicans meeting.
Ham Room, Union.
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. "International Forum on
Energy." Sutton Lounge.
WMEB-FM 91.9 10:00 p.m. "Off the
Beaten Track" featuring Tom Robinson.
WMEH-FM 90.9 5:00 p.m. "All Things
Considered."
MPBN TV channel 12.
8:00 p.m. An Act of Congress
9:00 p.m. Great Performances - "Music
in AM!"
PTV
6:00 p.m. The Bluegrass Ramble Picnic.
7:30 p.m. NBC Short Story - "Three Pair
of Heels."
• Elections
Fraternities (3)
Thomas Hall
James Hewes
Matt Smyth
Bill Fraxer
Jerry Johnson
Graduate Students (5)
Benjamin Zeichick
Carl Pease
Mark Dresser
Off-Campus (17)
Schuyler Steele
Russ Brigham
Linda Carlson
Steve Rowe
Andrew Meade
Thursday, September 27
12:00 p.m. Film-"The Renewable Tree."
North Lown Room.
6:00 - 7:30 p.m. Advanced Hath a Yoga.
Peabody Lounge.
6:30 p.m. Women's Hockey Club. Sutton
Lounge
7:00 p.m. Lecture on gas shortage and
energy costs. 135 Easport Hall, BCC
PTV
1:00 p.m. National Town Meeting- "The
Media: Are They Too Powerful?"
9:00 p.m. Greaseband.
WMEB-FM 91.9 10:00 p.m. Album
Feature - Cheap Trick - "Dream Police"
WMEH-FM 90.0 7:30 p.m. Options in
Education
MPBN TV channel 12. Here's to Your
Health - "Type 'A' Personality."
Saturday, September 29
Day trip to Acadia National Park. Call
Student Activities Office - 581-7598.
[Continued from page I.)
James LeBlanc
Kristen Ede
Vera Stevens
Vee Panagkos
James Greenleaf
Susan Swindell
Richard Moore
Arlene Tanous
Ronald Stewart
James P. Brooks
Lew Strickland
Mark Micklavide
Charles A. Jenson, Jr.
John Coleman
Sandy Cobb
• Horse sense [Continued from page 11
oats a.m. and one and a half scoops in the
p.m.."
A scoop of oats is equivalent to two
quarts.
"They all get hay and the ones that seem
to need more, we give them extra oats. We
keep buckets filled with water in each stall
and try to keep a block of salt in front of the
horses all the time," said Sheila Norman, a
horse caretaker.
"Their horses are the best-conditioned
in the state. There is nothing wrong with
the care of the horses. I am responsible for
the care. and 1 see to it," Goater added.
According to Goater and caretakers, the
horses are either put to pasture during the
summer, or travel around the state with
Goater and two work-study students. The
take part in a 4-H extension program.
Ironically, the course educates 4-H mem-
bers to the proper maintenance of horses
and horsemanship.
The fall riding class has been canceled
due to numerous problems not including
the teacher departure, but the course will
be reschednled in the spring, Goater said.
"1 don't know where she was getting her
information or what she was saying, but
it's not true. I care personally an awful lot
for those horses," Goater said.
Way, way off the beaten track
ZNS—Recent reports that the new
Fleetwood Mac album "Tusk" cost
$500,000 (dollars) to produce may not even
be clr. - to the actual cost
The producer, Richard Bashet, told
Billboard magazine that the new album
may be "one of the most, if not the most
expensive album, ever produced."
Bashet hinted at a cost in excess of $I
million (dollars) which may be a reasonable
estimate, since the group spent nine
months in the studio at a reported cost of
$20,000 (dollars) per week. That's $720,000
(dollars) for studio time alone.
The group's manager Peter Grant claims
the band's 1980 tour will concentrate on
playing music with much less emphasis
than before on theatrical special effects,
such as fog machines and special lighting.
Adding on the producers' and technic-
ians' salaries and miscellaneous costs such
as tape and equipment, the estimate of SI
million (dollars) appears to be a realistic
estimate of "Tusk's" production costs.
ZNS—Led Zeppelin will not tour the
U.S. until May, 1980, despite the fact that
the group currently has the world's
best-selling album on all record charts.
The band will reportedly perform three
hours of music at each concert with bo
opening acts. The group also hopes to keep
ticket prices as low as possible. with $I 1
I dollars) being the maximum ticket price
for all Led Zeppelin shows.
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Head gear? This student uses an extreme method to keep dry. [Photo by Mark Munro]
• Female psych students
whether or not they (intended to elicit)
sexual responses, they received them.
Later, as a professor. I observed fellow
professors show favoritism to less capable
students, based upon their sexual attrac-
tiveness."
Not everyone believed that sexual
relationships between faculty members
and students were always bad or that they
were, as one man in the audience put it.
"always based on implicit power relation-
ships."
Wrote one man:
"In some cases (that) I have known,
female graduate students have ended up
marrying their teachers...lt is a very
different matter than sex between thera-
pist and patient."
Said one woman:
"Very occasionally a deep meaningful
relationship can develop regardless of
student-professor roles. I don't believe the
role automatically should preclude sex, as I
would feel about patient-therapist sex.--
Yet overall, only 2 per cent of the
persons responding to the survey said they
believed that sexual relations between
students and their supervisors definitely
could be beneficial to both parties.
"Seventy-seven per cent indicated clearly
no," said Ms. Levenson, "while 21 per
cent said perhaps" they could be.
The results of the survey indicate, the
researchers said, that most of the sexual or
seductive activity "falls into a stable
pattern: an overwhelming amount of such
activity occurs between a less powerful,
more vulnerable group (students and
clients
-patients) composed mostly of
women and a higher
-status, professional
group of men serving as their teachers,
supervisors, administrators, and thera-
pists. Such a pattern makes it difficult to
avoid issues of exploitation."
The profession of psychology "has so far
left unaddressed most of the major issues,
[Continued from page 2.]
particularly ethical issues, raised by sexual
activity between students and their educa-
tors," they said.
"It seems that it is time to acknowledge
that such activity takes place, that it
involves increasing numbers of people, and
that it urgently needs serious attention,
thought, research, discussion, and, ulti-
mately, clear professional guidelines."
Change Sought in Code
In fact, the American Psychological
Association's ethics committee has recom-
mended that the organization change its
code of ethics to state specifically that
sexual relations between faculty members
and their students are unethical, said Ms.
keith-Spiegel of California State, the
committee's chairman.
Even without tne statement in the code,
she added, the ethics committee has
handled the complaints it has received
from students as though they, like
patients, "were consumers of psycho-
logical services" who deserved to be
protected.
Some males responding to the survey, as
well as some men in the audience at the
meeting, raised the issue of the "seductive
student," saying faculty members some-
times could be victims.
One man commented in the survey, "As
an instructor and professor I have been
propositioned by females who were
students (flunked them anyway) and by
one supervisee who wanted 'to get to know
me better.' She was eventually transferred
to another supervisor and facilitated the
acquisition of her license (by positive
recommendations) by such behavior."
Yet, said Ms. Keith-Spiegel, the ques-
tion of who does the seducing is not the
issue as far as the ethical code is
concerned:
"It is the psychologist who is held to
high moral ad ethical standards; who is
supposed to provide high-quality profes-
sional services and who is supposed te be
in control" of his or her emotions.
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